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Summary
This study is concerned with improved power system models 
for use in the development of high and super speed distance 
protection. New protection techniques indicate the need for 
a precise system model which takes into account any distortions 
produced by both the source and transmission lines. The 
effect of unexpected and/or delayed zero-crossings of the 
voltage and current waveforms due to travelling and fully off­
set current waves are studied. A new technique utilising 
symmetrical components and the Fourier transform to analyse a 
system containing a large turboalternator, generator 
transformer and a distributed parameter transmission line is 
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Chapter "1"
Introduction
The nowadays high speed distance protective relays utilise 
the phase comparator t e c h n i q u e s w h i c h  mainly depend 
upon the zero crossings of the signal waveforms fed to the 
comparators. In some cases unexpected and/or delayed zero 
crossings due to travelling wave distortions or long d.c. 
components, might cause malfunctioning of the relays. More­
over, new developments in on line digital protection as a 
means of speeding fault clearance have given rise to a 
requirement for an accurate simulation of fault transients.
For the last decade, studies of switching surges have been 
performed using Fourier analyses to take account of frequency 
dependence of distributed line parameters. The same technique 
has recently been applied to the study of travelling waves 
obtained during system faults. Source simulations used in such 
studies usually consist of a model derived from the symmetrical 
short circuit levels at the terminating busbars. Such 
simulations cannot apply to all parts of a power system. More­
over, when considering an actual system containing a generator 
and its associated generator transformer the travelling waves 
obtained from the transmission line reach these two system 
elements and the necessity for an accurate model to represent 
the latter is obvious. It should also be noted that the shunt 
admittances of the transformer and machine influence transient 
waveforms.
There are two main difficulties involved in developing an
improved source simulation. First the difficulty in 
analysing the synchronous machine in the frequency domain. 
Secondly the absence of a suitable mathematical treatment 
for the X/a transformers under transient conditions.
In this study new techniques are developed to analyse the 
synchronous machine in the frequency domain using symmetrical 
components in addition to which the X/A transformer may be 
incorporated. Thus the difficulty of joining a distributed 
parameter line to a more realistic source has been overcome.
The usual difficulty in proving any new technique is the 
shortage of comprehensive reliable field tests. For an 
extensive comparison of the new technique, a thorough analysis 
using phase coordinate models in the time domain using the 
Runge-Kutta fourth order approximation is performed for a 
system containing generator, generator transformer, and SOKm 
transmission line in which shunt admittances are neglected.
Use has been made of fast Fourier techniques and the modified 
Fourier transform and it has been found that these give rise 
to a solution which is more economical in terms of computing 
time and storage than that obtained using the Runge-Kutta 
techniques. Furthermore, the new methods make possible the 
incorporation of distributed and frequency dependent parameter 
line models. Even in cases where frequency invariant line 
parameters are assumed the new methods are advantageous.
Moreover it has become possible with the new method to find 
analytically the frequency spectrum of the machine operational 
impedances when incorporating a system with distributed 
parameters.
Slemon, et in 1968 succeeded in analysing an
alternator connected to a distributed parameter transmission 
line model in the phase coordinate real time domain. The 
transmission line analysis is an application of the method 
developed by Uram and Miller^^^^. In addition to ignoring 
the parameter variations the generator transformer was not 
included. In our study the transformer is shown to have 
major influence on the alternator performance and on the 
waveforms obtained during transmission line earth faults. 
Ramamoorty^^^), in 1973, has introduced an approximate 
method for including ground effects in wave propagation 
which might include for the effect of frequency dependent 
parameters but the transformer problem was unsolved.
Wedepohl and Mohamed^^^^ have succeeded in using frequency 
dependent line parameters but simple equivalent sources as 
discussed above were used. However the method uses the 
modified Fourier transform introduced by Day, Reed and 
Mullineux^^^) which has been used in our study in fast 
Fourier transform^^^^.
n 21Baiser, Eaton and Krause^* , 1974, have studied an actual 
system using lumped parameters but including generator 
transformers and equivalent source behind the transformer. 
The analysis has made use of hybrid computers and was 
compared with field tests. . The results were mainly for 
long periods and the waveform definition was very limited. 
However, the simulation of the X/A transformer has included 
the magnetizing component which was formerly neglected.
Owen and L e w i s h a v e  studied the extra delay of zero 
crossing at sequential faults using a large turbo­
generator and its generator transformer. The.a, 3, y 
transform is used with the generator, while a ,  3, 0 ^^^^ 
transform with the generator transformer. Their 
transformer representation for sequential fault should 
vary according to the type of fault which is in fact 
avoidable when using phase-coordinate analysis.
Barber and G i a n n i n i , 1974, studied a similar system ' 
but used a short line with equal positive and zero sequence 
impedances (i.e. without mutual impedances between trans­
mission line phases). Furthermore their method of analysis 
is not digitally economical, a factor which has been given 
major importance in the work presented here where a method 
similar to that of Subramanian and Malik^  ̂ has been used.
Returning to the frequency domain implementation Barret and 
R o q u e f o r t a n d  R o q u e f o r t h a v e  very recently developed 
a new approach for obtaining the turboalternator operational 
impedances and performances for small disturbances using on­
line information and the fast Fourier techniques. The 
operational impedances obtained from on line data should 
ideally include distributed parameter models representing the 
transmission line. However this is not done, in addition to 
which the method utilises the dqo representations which imply 
the study of symmetrical disturbances only. These short­
comings have been overcome in the course of this work where 
operational impedances for the generator, generator transformer
and line combination have been derived.
In Chapter (2) the fundamental theory of an idealised 
synchronous salient pole machine is discussed. Also a 
survey of conventional transforms in machine analyses is 
given and finally the relations between the manufactured 
dq axes parameters and the original phase coordinate 
parameters are considered. In Chapter (3) a study of 
several methods of numerical integrations as applied to phase 
coordinate analysis is made and finally the symmetrical 
component method of solution in the real time domain form 
is given. Chapter (4) transforms the symmetrical component 
machine relations obtained in Chapter (3) into the frequency 
domain, while shifting techniques are applied to the positive 
and negative sequence components to ensure numerical stability, 
Chapter (5) gives the method to obtain the machine dqo opera­
tional impedances from the Forward/Backward components which 
are closely related to the symmetrical components. The 
conventional formulae applicable to several types of faults 
are summarised and are found to be practically accurate for 
no-load studies in which sound phase currents may be neglected 
Chapter (6) starts by analysing the X/A transformers using the 
nodal admittance method^^^^ and consider the modifications 
necessary for transient studies. The matrix manipulations 
to form an economical computation for the generator and 
generator transformer are shown and finally an extension for 
the X/A transformer representation in respect of other 
conventional transformations ( dqo^^^^. FBO^^^^.etc)
are given.
Chapter (7) studies the short and distributed parameter 
transmission line and extends the system combination of '
Chapter (6) to include the transposed transmission lines.
A phase coordinate analysis neglecting shunt admittances 
but allowing for mutual impedances on a short transmission 
line is studied while a distributed parameter line model 
is considered using the Fourier transform techniques.
Chapter (8) shows the results which covered studies of 
the distortion produced due to travelling waves associated 
with different types of faults for both maximum amd minimum 
current offsets. Also results for a case of underexcited 
machine performance for several faults at a 3Km distance 
are given. The voltage and currents of the star and delta 
sides of the transformer are traced and given for each system 
fault.
Apart from the travelling wave results, the distributed 
parameter system operational impedances seen by the alternator 
are considered in the frequency domain.
Finally it should be emphasised that this work lays the basis 
for a study of the effect of frequency variant parameters on 
fault transients. To the knowledge of the author no other 
method of so doing is presently in existence, and this aspect 
together with a consideration of the effect of eddy currents in 
solid rotor machines might usefully be pursued.
Chapter 2
The synchronous generator equations, 
transformations, and parameters.
2.1 Introduction
The geometry of a salient pole machine, as a general case 
of synchronous machines, provides time varient inductances.
This factor prohibits a direct approach to machine analysis 
for both steady-state and transient conditions. It follows 
that most analysis for predetermining the performance of 
synchronous machines are based on general consideration 
or logical theories. The variant nature of the problem 
has led to the extensive use of various transformations, 
the most well known of which make use of the so called 
direct, quadrature and zero sequence (dqo) parameters.
Analyses based on this method cover any steady or transient 
disturbance of a symmetrical nature. This frame of 
reference is widely used in connection with loading 
performance charts to determine the active and reactive 
powers for different excitations and load angles. The "dqo*' 
parameters are derived from the application of the two- 
reactions theory which was originally developed to transform 
the phase variables to direct and quadrature axis values.
This transformation was originally developed by Blondel in 
1913 and Park further refined it with a better physical
('17')implimentation in 1929 .  ̂ ^ Other authors have developed
transformations to determine the machine performance under 
asymmetrical conditions. The most familiar of these is 
the "ago** by Clarke and the symmetrical components by 
Fortiscue.^^^) The latter was refined by KU^^^in 1929 to be used
for symmetrical disturbances by the so called Forward and 
Backward components transform.
All methods invariably rely on predetermining the 
machine load angle under symmetrical steady-state conditions 
by means of d,q,o parameters. Symmetrical components are 
much used in power system analysis and furthermore some 
protective relays utilize phase-sequence quantities. For 
example, negative phase sequence current filters are used 
in connection with phase comparison power line protection 
and in protecting large turbo-alternators against the effects 
of unbalanced loading.
Considerations such as these have attracted some analysts 
to apply symmetrical component theory to synchronous machines. 
The methods were well established by but have not
found widespread use because the computer storage and time 
have until recently been prohibitive.
This chapter considers the basis of various transformations 
on the machine phase co-ordinate equations. Extensive use 
is made of symmetrical components and for this reason the 
steady-state is treated with both the d,q,o and forward/ 
backward components. The relationship between the forward/ 
backward components and symmetrical components is examined 
and shown to be very similar to the relations between the 
d q o  and ago transformations.
2.2 The ideal machine assumptions :^^ ^^
1. Stator windings are sinusoidally distributed 
along the air gap.
2. Stator slots cause no appreciable variation of 
any of the rotor inductances with rotor angle.
3. Saturation is neglected.
With these assumptions the ideal synchronous machine 
has sinusoidal open-circuit voltage wave, and leakage 
reactances unaffected by rotor position, i.e. only armature 
reaction flux is affected by pole position.
2.3 The voltage relations
2.3.1 Stator voltage relations
^abc ^^abc ^^abc (2*1)
the negative sign with the current stands for a generator 
action.
2.3,2 Rotor voltage relations
;
2.3.2.1 Field Circuit
®£d ° P*£d *  ^£d ^£d (2 "2)
2.3.2.2 The damper circuit voltages
a. Direct axis
Considering one symmetrical damper circuit 
on each pole, we have,
° = P \ d  + ^kd ikd
where the zero voltage stands for short circuited damper bars
b. Quadrature axis
Considering one symmetrical damper circuit on 
the quadrature axis we have,









Fig. (1) 2-pole salient machine with D and Q axes damper winding
a-phase axis
D-axis
b-phase axis ̂ c-phase axi
Q-axi
Fig. (2). Conventions for positive angles, currents, electromotive 
forces, linkages and rotation.
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where the zero voltage stands for short circuited damper 
bars.
It must be noted that with the assumption of rotor symmetry 
about the direct and quadrature axes, there is no coupling 
between these circuits. Fig. (1) shows the machine geometry 
and considering the two axes as follows:
a. The D-axis is taken with the positive diiection 
of field circuit flux.
b. The Q-axis is leading the D-axis by 90^ with respect 
to the direction of rotation (to)
2.4 Flux linkage relations
The relations will be defined in accordance with Fig. 
(2), where the positive sign indicates current entering' the 
plane of paper, and the arrows show the corresponding flux 
direction.
2.4.1 Armature fluxes
'̂ a ^aa^a ^ab ^  ^ac ^c ^ ^afd ^fd
+ L_i -I ii j + Lakd ^kd akq ^kq
\  ' ^bb ‘ '̂bc *  h f d  ^fd
* H k d  ^kd H k q  ^kq
X ^ca ’a " ^cb ^b " ^cc ’’c * ^c£d "£d
^ckd^kd *  ^ckq^kq (2-S)
12
2.4.2 The field flux
fd ^fda ^a ^fdb ^b ^fdc
^  ^££ ^£d *  ^£dkd ’’kd
where L^^b' hdc^ ’̂® ^qual to in turn.
2.4.3 The damper winding fluxes;
a. the D-axis:
^kd ”^kda ^a ^kdb^b ^kdc  ̂ ^kdfd ^f
b. the Q-axis
^k2 ”^kqa â ' ^kqb b̂ ^kqc  ̂ ^qq ^kq
(2.8)
where are equal to 1^%^,
H q a >  H q b ’ ^kqc " " " ^akq’ H k q ’ ^ckq’
h d £ d  “ ^£dkd
In general the total flux on each winding axis (Fig. (2) )
13
is the sum of all the flux linkages with the other windings
The above rejections (2.5-8) are arranged in matrix form
[,] [ l ] [i] (2.9)
where and ĵ i j are column vectors
H  '̂ b '̂ c "fd "kd "kq] ’
P] ° pa âc âfd âĵ d h q ]  >
While L is a 6 X 6 matrix:




^aa ^ab ”^ac ^afd ^akd ^akq
"^ab ”^bb -^bc H f d  H k d  S k q
^ac ^bc ^ac ^ac ^cfd "ckq
■^afd "h3fd”^cfd ^ff ^fdkd ^
“^akd “^bkd'^ckd ^fdkd ^kk ^
^akq 4)kq ^ckq ^ 0 qq
14
2.5 The inductance relations :
2.5.1 Self inductances:
a. The armature: . -
The self inductance depends on the geometry of 
the machine and on the rotor position for the 
salient pole machine. Referring to Fig. (2) it 
is a maximum when the direct axis is aligned with 
magnetic axis of the phase in question and a 
minimum when the quadrature axis is aligned with 
it. Furthermore the inductance varies sinusoidally 
with rotor position.
It follows that the self inductance will have a 
maximum value independently of the magnetic polarity 
of the field poles and, in turn, will have two 
maximum values while the rotor moves through 3 60 
electrical degrees.
The cosine is taken because the reference axis is 
phase "a” (Fig. (2)) from which a maximum inductance 
will occur at 0 equal zero.
= Ls + Lm ^0 (2.11)
where is positive constant value
is the amplitude of the variation
The effect of rotor slots may be taken into account by adding 
higher order variations in equation (2.11). However for most
15
purposes these effects may be ignored. With the symmetry 
of the machine the self inductances of the other phases 
can be written:
h b  = \  cos 2 (0 - 120)
^cc ° Ls + cos 2 ( 0 + 1 2 0 )
(2.12)
b. The rotor:
Since the effect of rotor slots are neglected, 
the rotor self inductances
are constant and do not vary with rotor position
2.5.2 The mutual inductances
a. The armature:
With reference to Fig. (2) it is evident that 
the mutual inductance between any phase pair is
16
a minimum when the rotor axis is mid-way 
between the two phases concerned. The 
maximum value occurs when the rotor is 
advanced from its minimum position by 90^ 
electrically. It follows that the mutual 
inductance between phases "a” and "b” is 
given by:
= -(M - L cos 2(0 - 60) ) (2.13)
where the negative sign indicates that a positive current 
in phase "b" produces negative flux linkage in phase "a” .
This can be seen in Fig. (2).
Substituting for 0 with (0 - 120) and (0 + 120) to get 
the mutual inductances of the other phases:
Lab ' h a  = + h  (26 - 120)
h e  " h b  = -M + cos 20
h a  = h e  = + h  cos (20 + 120)
(2.14)
b . The rotor and the armature-rotor mutual
inductances :
Since the flux linkages between the rotor
windings are not a function of rotor position,
the rotor mutual inductances have a constant
value. Moreover, in per unit, these inductances
are approximately equal to the peak value of
(14.27)the armature - rotor mutual inductances
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Two recent papers by S h a k s h a f t a n d  Takeda and Adkins 
consider this factor in detail, but for the present, the 
foregoing assumption will be made.
Hence the D-axis rotor mutual inductances may be written 
as follows : -
h f d  = = h f  Los 0
h f d  = Lfdb = M^£ Cos ( 0 - 120)
h f d  = h d c  = h f  Ços ( 0 +'120). (2.15)
and
■akd ■ hf(j> Lykd h f d »  - L^fd
h f  ■ "bf " h f  h d k d  “ h d f d
and for the Q-axis:
h k q  = h q a  = h q  ^os (0 + "/2)
= -M. _ sin eaq
h k q  = h q b  = -Mbq "i” (0 " 120)
h k q  " h q c  = -Mcq sin (0 120) (2.16)
and are the peak values of the
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quadrature axis mutual inductances.
The factor n/2 accounts for the Q-axis - D-axis angular 
shift. The D-axis - Q-axis mutual inductances are of course 
zero because no flux linkage is here involved.
The foregoing inductance relations of equations (2.11-16) 






-Lg-L^cos 2 0 M-L^cos(20-120) M-L^cos(20+120)
-M^^cos 0
-M^fCOS 0
M sin 0 aq
m
M-L^cos(20-120) -Lg-L^cos(20+120) M-L^cos 2 0













-M ^sih 0 aq
MafCos(0-120) -MaqSin(0-12O)
Mg^fCOs(0 + 12O) -MaqSin(0+12O)
0





since 0 is time variant, it follows that the inductance 
matrix (2.17) is also a time variant.
2.6 Transformations :
The voltage relations from (2.1-4) can be rewritten
in matrix form as, 
where from (2.9)
] = P [ï] + [ r ] [ i ]  (2-18)
J = [̂ l J [̂ ij . Such relations
can be solved numerically by means of step by step methods. 
Before the advent of large digital computers analytical 
methods were necessary, and for this reason most workers 
made extensive use of transformations to eliminate the variant 
nature of inductances previously referred to. The transformation
necessary depends on whether the disturbance studied is
)symmetric or asymmetric in nature. The four principal methods 
will now be considered.
2.6.1 The "dqo" transformation
This method refers all the machine parameters to the rotor, 
and hence makes use of rotating reference axes. The basis of 
the method can be illustrated from the flux linkages with the 
*'a” phase, and field winding Y a, Y which are obtained via the
product equation (2.17):
= -Lgi^ + M(i^ + i^) - L^(i^cos2e+ i^cos (20-120)
+ i^ cos (20+120)) + (i^a + cos 0
h q  \ q  Sin ^ (2.19)
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Yfd = cos 0 + cos(0-120) + cos(0+120^
• ■' i'ff ifd Mfdkd ikd
Similar relations may be derived for the other flux 
linkages involved. With reference to the above 
equations it is necessary to eliminate in particular 
the time varient coefficients before an analytic 
solution is attempted.
Use of trigonometric identities such as:
(2 . 20)
cos^ 0 + cos^ (0-120) + cos^ (0+120) = 3/2,
cos 0 + cos(0-120) + cos(0+120) 0 .
in ecos 0 + sin(0-12O)cos(0-12O) + sin(9+120)cos(9+120) = 0
(2.21)
j i achieves the foregoing requirements as follows:
odq abc (2 . 2 2 )
where,
[iodq] = [io id \ ]  "•




cos 0 cos(0-12O) cos(0+120)
-sin 0 -sin(0-12O) -sin(0+12O)
(2.23)










The foregoing relationships lead to the following 
transformed flux linkages:




Pd . q . o  ]m
where,
-T t
0 ^d Tfd Tkd "kq] '
^  t
i i i i i 1 ,0 d q fd kd kqj
-^0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -^d 0 ^af ^"af 0
0 0 ”^q 0 0 \ q
0 f a £ 0 ^ff ^fdkd 0
0 f a f 0 ^fdkd ̂ kk 0
0 0 -3M
2 'a q ^  ^ ^qq
(2.27)




The transformed voltage equations may be similarly obtained 
by substituting in equation (2.1) to obtain the following:
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P'^d - “ ^^d
(2.29)
The above relations are similar to the variable phase relations 
of equation (2.1) but possess the additional voltage terms 
YqPG and Y^P0.
2 .6.2 The ”a:30” transformation
The dqo transformation is rather intractable when handling
unbalanced disturbances.
Another transformation by Clarke (62) refers the d,q,o rotor
axes reference to the stator phase axes. It is obtained by 
taking the =-axis aligned with the ”a"-phase axis and the so 
called 3-axis aligned to the common axis of phases b and c. 
The zero sequence component is unchanged so that the relation 
between the dqo and «30 transformation becomes












This transformation does not completely eliminate time 
variance but the resulting equations are relatively easy 
to handle. This transformation is easily related to phase 
co-ordinates. For example, transformed voltage relations 
are given by equation (2.32).
l(2e^ - %  - Gq)
Gg = (2.32)
' U
2.6.3. The symmetrical components transform
From the above ^30 - phase relations (2.32) and the
;
definition of symmetrical component-phase co-ordinates in 
appendix ”A ” relation (A.8) it follows:
+ 6%,
and leg = (e^ - e^)/] (2.33)
The above relations show the applicability of symmetrical 
components but it should be noted that considerable time 
variance results. This matter will be considered in more 
detail in chaper 3.
2.6.4. The Forward/Backward components (FBO):
The dqo components are related to the =30, and the 
FBO components are easily related to the symmetrical 
components. The FBO components were developed by Kuf^^
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In effect the symmetrical component values are related 















e^ e and e^ je
define rotating axes in the forward and backward rotations.
Relation (2.34) can be extended to get the FBOf-> abc relation:
p.
1 0 0 1 1 1 ®a
®F = 1 3
0
-j 9
e 0 1 a a2 %





-je -j G 2~j®
e ac a e
ic 2^® jee a e ae^ (2.35)
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The effect of the symmetrical components transform instantaneous 




- Em ax e
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the corresponding forward/backward voltages are time invariant 






Likewise it is possible to eliminate variance of the inductance 
relations and this method is considered in chaptèr 5.
It is of interest to note a simple relationship between dqo 
and F30 variables. The two are related by equation (2.37).
[c°dq = [ l ] [ % F B (2.37)
where,




In other words, = 6p + and
= ®F -
2.7. Classification of different transformations:
2.7.1 According to the reference frame:
a. Rotating reference frames, (rotor reference)
1. dqo transformation
2. FBO transformation
b. stationary reference frames (stator reference):
1. the original phase co-ordinates
2. «30 transformation
3. the symmetrical components transformation
2.7.2 Complexity of domains:
a. Real time domain
1. dqo transformation
2. «30 transformation
3. the original phase co-ordinates
b. Complex domain
1. FBO transformation
2. the symmetrical components transformation







2. the symmetrical components transforms
3. the original phase co-ordinates
2.8 Voltage equation for different transformations:
a. Rotor axes reference:
1. the d,q,o transformation
we recall from (29) e^ = - Y P0 - ri^
Oq = PYq + Y^P0 - ri^ (2.29)
®o =
2. Forward backward components )
®F ' P'*'f fp - rip
®B pi's ■ i(P0) '■'b ■ rip (2.38)
Note the forward/backward components of voltage are only a 
function of the corresponding components of flux linkage and 
current. This may be easily proved by substituting (2.37) into
(2.29).
b. Stator axes reference:
1. Phase co-ordinates
we recall from (2.1):
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®a = P?a - ria
eb = P'̂ b - ^^b
®c ° P‘'c ■ (2-1)
2. the «30 transformation 
= P \  - ri
®B = P'f-B ■
®o ° P'̂ o ■ (2-39)
the above can easily be obtained by substituting (2.31) into
(2.29)
i
3. the symmetrical components
substitution of (2.32) into (2.37) yields the 
relationships:
®1 P?! - rij
®2 ' P'̂ 2 - ^ ^ - 2
%  = pY^ - ri^ (2.40)
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2.9 The steady state phasor diagrams:
The steady-state is a symmetrical condition
and in this context both the dqo and the FBO are of obvious 
importance. The dqo transformation is a familiar subject to 
power engineers but the same is not generally true for the 
FBO components. Furthermore the symmetrical components method 
will later be used in conjunction with Fourier transforms to 
study dynamic response.
2.9.1 the dqo approach:
For no-load we have.
and from equation (2.9):
'‘'a " \ f  ® if (2.41)
where 0 = cot.
. The other phase fluxes are simply shifted by +_ 120° 
electrically.
Also from (2.1) we have, e^ = pY^ - ri^
thus,
®a = - if si" ®
- Emax ^ ^ sin 0 (2.42)
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where,
^max n.L. ^ ̂ a £
. If the machine is loaded, armature reaction occurs 
and all currents, except those in the damper bars, are 
finite. Thus the terminal voltage is phase shifted by an 
angle 6 with respect to its value at no-load. Taking the 
d-axis as the reference, the voltage produced by the no- 
load flux must be at right angles to the d-axis, i.e. 
co-incident with the q-axis. As the voltage or its flux 
will be lagging the no load position by angle 6, the 
instantaneous angular displacement with respect to the phase 
a-axis will become (0-6).
)
Thus (2.42) becomes.
«a = - Smax =1" (2.43)
- (sin 0 cos 6 - cos 0 sin 6 )
Emax « ^os e - B^^^cos 6 sin e
(2.44)
but from (2.24) we have:
e^ = e^ cos 0 - Oq sin 0 (2.45)
Comparing (2.44) with (2.45) it follows that for loaded 
conditions:
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®d = \ a x  *
®q = cos « (2.46)
In the steady-state it is common to use r.m.s. values so 
that by dividing equation (2.46) h y  \ T T  we have:
= V sin 6
Vq = V cos 6 (2.47)
where = e^/^, = e^/y^. and V = VT
Similar relationships are easily derived for the machine currents 
which take the same form as the voltages of equation (2.47) 
except 6 is replaced by (6 + 0). The two reaction theory leads also 
to the following relations.
^d +
Bd + jBq - 0+jEq (2.48)
Id + j:q
Also, by substituting for the fluxes in relations (2.29) and 
considering the steady state, the following can be obtained:
(2.49)







Fig.(3 ) Conventions for













\  - wLj:,
:q = h d >  h d  = ^
yy
Equations (2.49) may be combined to give the familiar 
relationship:
V + r I - Xq Iq + jXj la = E (2.50)
where E is then referred to as the excitation voltage, the 
voltage behind synchronous impedance, or the steady state 
internal voltagef^^^
)
2.9.2 The FBO approach
Now, to relate the forward and backward components, we 
have from (2.35),
Vp = (Vd + jVq) /2
(2. 51.)
Vg = (Vd - jVq) /2
Together with similar relations for the current. The foregoing 
relationships can be used to Construct the phasor diagrams of 
fig. (3).
Substitution of (2.51) into (2.49) gives
Vb - r Ib - j(X3 + Xm)Ib - jX^Ip = Eg : (2.52)
where (X^ + X») = w(L_ + M)
Since V = 2Vp, I = 2Ip, E = 2Ep, and Ip = I-
where I* is the conjugate of Ip, it follows 
F ^
V + r I + jC%s + + jX^I* = E (2.53)
/
Relations (2.50) and (2.53) are combined together in Fig. (4) 
to determine a comprehensive phasor diagram representing the 
steady-state conditions.
2.9.3 The determination of the rotor angle 6 :
A determination of the steady-state performance of any 
synchronous machine proceeds from a knowledge of the terminal 
voltage,phase currents,and power factors from which the d and 
q-axis components are evaluated. With reference to Fig. (4) 
it is evident that both methods depend on an evaluation of 
(jlXq) before the d- and q-axis may be defined. Any dynamic 
analysis requires definition of the pre-disturbance initial 
conditions, in particular the instantaneous phasor position, 
and it follows that the dqo transformation is more useful for 
this purpose.
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2.10 The evaluation of phase parameters
Nowadays, the obtainable parameters are related to the 
static equivalent circuit of the machines. Any linear circuit 
has reciprocal mutual inductances in the phase plane. However 
this is not generally true of transformed quantities (see 
equations 2.26, 2.27). From an analytical viewpoint partial 
reciprocity is useful. The method here used modified the form 
of the transformed rotor currents by the offending factor of 
2/3.
Mad 6 I = I  Mfdkd
^aq - j  ^^aq(26)
Ljf 4 3 Lf£(26)
^kk A I L^k(2b)
^ I  \q(26).
and rotor currents.
= I ^f(26&27) 
^kd & I ^kd(26&27)
'kq = I ^kq(26&27)
where suffices (26 and 27) indicates the inductances and 




*fd ■ "Mad ^d * '  ^f£ ifd + *^ad^kd
'*'kd ~ ‘Mad ^d * '̂ 'ad ^kd ^kk ^ k d  (^-54)
^kq ^aq ^q *  ^qq ^kq
b. Stator(from 27)
""d = -^d ^d + \ d  "fd + \ d  "kd
\  = -Lq Iq + »aq H q  ^^.SS)
'"o = - K  \
Furthermore, each pseudo winding effectively possesses a leakage 
reactance so that the whole circuit may be likened to a static 
transformer in which the mutual inductance between the rotor 
and armature is the magnetizing component. With this 
representation the following equivalences apply:
From (2.28) the inductances of the pseudo windings are.
Ld = Ls + M + 3 Lm A A  + "ad
\  = Ls + M - 3 I + "aq ' (2.56)
2
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Lo = Lg - âM A 4  -
where ,/p is the leakage inductance of each pseudo winding, 
(it is taken equal to comply with the assumptions of an ideal 
machine).
M is the mutual inductance between armature phases, mn  ̂ •'
and the flux involved does not cross the air gap.
In practice the machine parameters are invariably quoted dqo 
values and it is necessary to reverse the process to arrive at 
the corresponding phase parameters. The following is a summary 
of the procedure which has to be adopted as a pre-requisite to 
any solution using phase coordinates. ^
a. Armature phase parameters: 
h  + M = (Ld + L )/2
Ls - 2M = L„
thus, Lg = (Ld + Lq + L^)/3,
H = (Ld + L - 2Lo)/6 (2.57a)
also L^ = (Ld - Lq)/3
b. Rotor phase parameters





^qq I  ̂ qq(given) (2.57b)
In addition all rotor resistances should be multiplied by (2/3).
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Chapter 5 
Time domain numerical solutions 
for the machine equations
3.1 Introduction
In the last fifteen years digital solutions of the 
machine equations using step-by-step methods have 
become widespread. In this study several forms of the 
machine differential equations (2.1-4) are treated.
Each of these are solved in the time domain. The "AY" 
method^^) enables a solution of the machine differential 
equations to be obtained without splitting the inductance 
and currents into partial derivatives, i.e. the "AY" 
in equations (2.1-4,9) will be taken as the dependent 
parameter, while the inductances and currents 
constituting the flux linkages will be recalculated for 
any increment of time. In the "AÏ" m e t h o d a  solution 
to the machine differential equations is obtained after 
splitting the derivative into its components:
dY = d(LI) = I 9L + L 81 (3.58)
dt dt h t  h t
It is evident from the inductance relations given in the 
previous chapter that the machine inductances are either 
trigonometric functions or. constants so that is
at
obtainable analytically. The numerical process therefore




The two methods mentioned provide an economical method 
of solution which may be used in conjunction with 
frequency transform techniques to reduce both computer 
storage and time. Also, in this Chapter, the symmetrical 
components method will be used in conjunction with the 
"AY" method. This is essentially a pre-requisite to 
Chapter 4 in which the fast Fourier Transform is applied 
to the symmetrical component method.
The fourth order Runge-Kutta approximation is used to 
solve the differential equations (AY,Al) involved and 
Gauss elimination or matrix inversion may be used to 
solve the simultaneous equations(see appendix D ) .
}
3.2 The per unit system and its application to the
various methods used:
3.2.1 The "AY" method:
In absolute values we have from (2.1-4),
e + ri = pY 
= d
Ht (Li) • (3.59)
In order to calculate the per unit values, the latter 
should be referred to base values which are chosen as 
follows:
Vp is the terminal phase voltage in volts.
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iy is the terminal phase current in amperes
2p is the base ohm impedance value (V^/ip)




With reference to equations (3.60) it should be noted 
that any per unit stator parameter is referred to the 
ratio (Vp/ip). The base voltage and current are 
referred to the nominal phase rating (S^/3), where
= 'M/3 .is the rated VA. It follows that i.
Since the absolute rotor values are given after 
transformation using the appropriate turns ratio^^^'^^^, 
the stator base values may be used.
In the course of this work the parameters used are either 
taken from p a p e r s o r  those supplied by the 
manufacturers.










ê + r i - —^  —  L i (3.62)p.u. P'U. p.u. dt Wg p.u. p.u.
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where,
L p.u. (inductance per unit) = ^ (reactance per unit)
t is in seconds
(D̂  is in radians per sec.(w^ = 2tt = 314.159 rad/sec
for a 50 Hz)
T h e  f/Tnc* (t p.u.) is c / a f ûs . the time for the 
rotor to move through one electrical radians at nominal 
system frequency it follows;
t p.u. = w^t (3.63)
Substituting in equation (3.62) we get;
e + r i = — — - (L - i )p.u. p.u. p.u. p.u. p.u.
p.u.
(3.64)
For the numerical solution;
(e r i ) At = AY ̂ p.u. p.u. p.u./ p.u. p.u.
(3.65)
where,




3.2.2 The "il" method:
From (3.59) we have, 
d¥e + r 1 - = Z A  + Z } #  (3.67)
In evaluating (3.67) care must be taken to ensure that 
account is taken of the time variant nature of the [l] 
matrix equation (2.19). In differentiating the [l] 
matrix, constant values become, zero and the derived 
functions for the sines and cosines require a multiplier to 
convert inductances to their corresponding per unit values.
The following equation is therefore obtained:
e + r i - y^(L' i )—  ^ ( ^P'"' %,?'"")p.u. p.u. p.u. J L J r  p.u. p.u./(I). / w 9t /V O p ♦ U #
For numerical solution we have:
(e + r i - \  ^(w L i ))w At ̂ p.u. p.u. p.u. / j  p.u. p.u. p.u.// o secs
(3.69)
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where =w/w ,o) is the instantaneousp.u. o
angular velocity.
■•'p.u.
When working with per unit time the same method as that 
obtained in section (3.2.1) is used knowing that
“p.u.^p.u. “rad/sec ^sec '
3.2.3. The symmetrical component method :
From equation (2.40) it can be seen that for the purpose of 
applying the symmetrical component method the AY or Al 
method may be used. In this study the "AY" method will be 
used.
3.3 The application of the Runge-Kutta solution to
the "AY" method:
In appendix (D) section (D.2), the basés of the Runge-Kutta 
technique for the solution of ordinary differential equations 
is discussed. The relations given in equations (2.1-4) are 
in fact the "AY"relations and in section (3.2) of this 
chapter the per unit equations for numerical solution have 
been specified (3.66). These six differential equations 
are solved simultaneously using the following procedure 
which is given with reference to the flow chart given in 
section (3.3.1).
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a. The initial conditions (on or off load) are used 
in determining the initial value of the machine 
parameters.
b. If the solution involves the method of superposition 
(6 constant), steps (d) and (f) which take account of 
the swing are eliminated.
c. The starting conditions for the Runge-Kutta process 
are obtained.
d. After each order of the Runge Kutta (four) as well 
as after each time step, the angle (0) between the 
D- and reference axes is calculated. Hence 
corresponding new inductance matrix is evaluated.
é. Having obtained (AY) for each instant of the Runge
Kutta procedure, the total flux linkage is obtained
by adding the value AY (or AY) to the value at the
2
start of the step. Currents involved can be 
derived using Gauss elimination as detailed in 
appendix (D.1.1).
f . A new voltage with new angle is calculated and using 
the currents obtained in (e), then new (AY’s) can be 
obtained from equation (3.65).
g. Updating of current values after each step gives the 
complete response.
The angle "0" of operation (d) or the correspnding voltage 
angle of operation (f) depends on whether the machine rotor 
angle "ô" is considered constant with respect to a short 
observation time, or varies as a function of rotor swings.
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Read machine parameters (d,q,o)
R-K
Calculate P
e initial value = Constant
Calculate phase parameters, 
set values for ,V,p.f.,X,H
Calculate I,6,E„,I
values of 6, and X












+AÔ No Yesi-1 2nd or 
3rd order v+o) At/2
(f)
Calcu-late voltages (e) and 
Subroutine L
^  Is 
it the end 
f a step .
NO
YES
Ŷ =Y._̂ +(AŶ +2Af2+2AY2+AŶ )/6






Advance time (t + At)








In the above flow chart, the following abbreviations 
are used for the subroutines:






In the chart, step (e) proceeds step (d) to facilitate 
elimination of steps (d) and (f) in the case where the 
rotor angle (6) is considered constant.
3.4 The application of the Runge-Kutta to the
"Al" method:
I sTAs mentioned previously the matrix L ^ ,p • U • o u
is required. It may be obtained directly from the 
matrix given in equation (2.19).
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a b c
[L] = a 2wL sin 2 0 m 2wL sin(20-12O) m 2wL^sin(20*12O)
b 2wLmSin(0-12O) 2uL sin(2e+120) m 2wL^sin(20)
c 2wL^sin(2G+120) 2wL^sin(20) 2wL^sin(20-12O)
£d oM^rSin 0 wM^£Sin(0-12O) wMafSin(0+12O)
• kd wMaf^in ® Ü) M^£Sin(0-12O) coMaf sin (0+120)
kq wM cos 0aq wMaqCOS(0-120) wM cos (0+120) aq
f kd kq
-wMg^sin 0 -wM^^sin 0 -o)M ^cos 0 aq
-wM^^sin(0-12O) -coMaf s in (0-120) -wM cos(e-120) aq





L ' “o (3.71)
P'"' b/ijj “o
In other words, if we take a sample from [ l j  as (L^^) , then
Laa p.u. y ° ^ sin (2.Ü)V i b
t) —  = 2 Lm p.u. sin(2wt)wp ^
where,
(3.72)
m p.u. \ /  i.
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0 = üî t = o ) j /  tp.u. p.u. rad/sec sec *
“p.u. ' ’
Considering a short observation time, 6 is considered 
constant, and for reasons of comparison with the 
implimentation of Fourier transform technique (chapter 4), 
the superposition theorem (this chapter section 3) is 
applied. Hence, the machine speed must be considered 
constant,




Having defined L ^ ^ in relation (3.69) the Runge-
Kutta method is applied directly. Proceeding with a 
technique similar to that used in section (3.3), the flow 
chart given in section (3.4.1) is as follows:
a. Similar to that of section (3.3).
^ ̂ M II II II II II
c . Initial conditions for the superimposed values of 
voltages, currents, and fluxes.
d. From relation (3.69) we can define,
A
^ ~^^p.U.  ̂ ^p.u. ̂ p.U.~"y^(^p.U.^ p.u.)) ^0
where ^ = 1.0 in accordance with neglecting swing,
y-is calculated for the six machine equations involved.
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e. By defining X = the Gauss elimination technique
can be applied to the solution of y = L„ X, fromp . u .
which X is obtained (see appendix D.l).
f . The Runge-Kutta method is used to calculate ”Ai” .
g. With the corresponding value of the angle 0, ^
1and L p ^ are recalculated at every instant of the 
Runge-Kutta process. The voltages e^ ^ are 
calculated for 0.
h . Calculate the new value of currents after each 
Runge-Kutta step. These may be added directly to 
the coresponding steady state prefault values’.
i. Update the current values and advance the time 
step to prepare the variables for another Runge- 
Kutta step.
j. If the observation time limit is reached, plot
currents and print results needed.
3.4.1 The flow chart for the Al method:
The chart is drawn for every previously mentioned step. 
The same observations as those in section (3.3) are used 
but it should be noted that the calculations are for the 
superimposed currents, where the total current is 
ii = io + ^superimposed)• steady state prefault
current (i^) is added to the superimposed value to form
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Read machine parameters in (d,q,0)
Calculate phase parameters 
ît values for V, P.f., i 
Calculate I, 6, E^,
(a), (b)
Set Superimposed voltages (e)
Set all superimposed currents to zero 
Set Instantaneous values to be used
Calculate
y =(e +r i L’ i ))u)p.u. p.u. p.u. p.u. p.u. p.u. o
(c)
(d)
Subroutine G. EL. y = ZL ^
, y 5i /where a = (e)
(f)
i. = i. +Ai 1 1-1 No
Is
2nd or 3rd
Yes i. = +ÛÎ/2
0 = 0) t+0) AtOi-lO 0 = 0) t. + 0) At/p O 1 -1  o
(g)
Subroutine "L and L’ " p.u. p.u.





î -î _j(Aî  +2Aip+2Aî +Aipy/6
Qi = Wpti
(h)
ing variables to 
zero
 ̂ ^o ^ ^i(superimposed) 
Update values of i
Plot i<=> t
Print Results ( j)
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the true current at any instant of time.
3.5 Symmetrical Components applied to the "AY"
method;
From relations (2.39) the symmetrical components flux 
relations may be written:
'̂ 0 -(Lg-2M) 0 0 0 0 0 "o


















0 2 2 2j ^2
Vfd 0 -|M^e Lff Mfkd 0 ^fd
?kd 0
7 -jo
- F f ®
, +je 








2j 0 0 ^qq H q
(3.74)
The following identities are used in deriving the matrix 
equation (3.74):
3r_. -j20 j 20i^cos20+i^cos (20-120)+i^cos (20+120) = ^^^i® '*’̂ 2^ ) »
7 -j2e ^  j 20
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7 2 ”j2e j20
i^cos (20+120)+i^cos 20+i^cos (20-120) = +ai2e ) ,
7 -]G ]0
and i^sin 0+i^sin(0-12O) +i^sin(0+12O) = -yCi^G )
j
It is interesting to note that unlike static circuits 
(e.g. transposed over head lines)_,when the method of 
symmetrical components is applied to a salient pole 
machine, mutual couplings exists between sequence 
quantities as indicated in equation (3.74).
3.5.1 The Runge-Kutta with the symmetrical
components method "AY" :
This is similar to the ’‘Aÿ ” method already outlined 
except that the voltages and currents are transformed 
from phase values to sequence values at the start and 
end of the process. The matrix inversion subroutine is 
used in place of Gauss elimination for reasons of 
economy (see appendix D) .
3.5.2 The flow chart of the symmetrical components
method :
This is exactly similar to the "AY" flow chart except
for the additon of the transformations of voltages and %
currents.
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3.6 The method of superposition for machine
analysis :
For a linear system the superpostion theorem as a 
method of solution may be summarized in the following 
relation:
I
fx = "xo + ^x
where f stands for either voltages, currents, or 
fluxes,
X denotes the instant of time when the 
value of "f" is required,
t
f is the superimposed value.
and o denotes the steady state value which ,
would be obtained if the disturbance 
had not occurred.
Using the method of superposition the following are 
obtained:
a. The superimposed appropriate stator terminal 
voltages defined in appendix "B" are assigned. 
For instance if the prefault terminal voltages 
are.
e = -Ea m
e ^  - -Eb m
e -Ec m
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then for line to line to ground fault they 
become,
= -Ê . sin(9 + 120), and
hence the superimposed voltages are,
e„ = Ea m
e. = Eb m
= 0.
b. For fixed field voltage, the superimposed field
voltage is zero. In turn the superimposed initial 
values for all rotor currents and fluxes are zero.
c. The initial values of stator fluxes are zero.
d. The machine must be rotating at constant speed.
3.7 The evaluation of initial conditions for the
various load conditions:
3.7.1 The no-load case :
a. fault studies with direct analysis:
When a machine is connected to an infinite 
bus-bar at no-load, all machine stator currents are zero. 
The field excitation current is the only current to be 
calculated and from the vector diagram of fig. (4) and 
relations (3.49,50) it follows:
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where = # ^ad
Also from relation (2.2), in the steady state pY^ = 0,
®fd ffd^fd
r.-:, X I- —
Mad
- r  (3.77)
/2 ■ ad
Finally for the flux linkages we have from relations 
(2.9) and (2.19),
Y = M rirjCOS 0 =  ^  cos 0a af fd
Y|̂  = M^^i^jcos (0-120) = ^  cos (0-120)




where 0 = [w^t +x).
d.Y
The instantaneous values of voltages ( — — are
% /2 sin 0
6y = - /2 sin(0-12O)
e^ = - /2 sin(0+12O) (3.79)
)
Relations (3.76 - 79) are sufficient for starting
the AY method. The flux relations in equation (3.78) are
of course not needed as such for the "Al" method.
For this latter method the starting calculations for the 
Runge-Kutta routine are included in step "d" of section 
(3.4).
Relations (3:79) represent the infinite bus bar voltages 
where the symmetrical or assymmetrical faults will be . 
applied. For various fault studies, the voltage 
representations are discussed in appendix "B".
b . fault studies with superposition:
Since a no-load condition is being considered 
the stator currents will be the actual values, where the 
field current is the sum of the superimposed and steady
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state currents. Damper circuit currents are the
superimposed currents which tend towards zero if the 
fault condition is sustained for a long time.
3.7.2 The on-load case:
a . fault studies with direct analysis
A knowledge of the prefault voltage, current, 
etc, and the machine parameters enable the initial rotor 
position to be obtained. With reference to relation 
(2.49) and Fig.(4), the load angle 6 can easily be obtained 
from.
(tan-l V s i n 0 +  I Xq \ . ^
' V COS 0 + IR /
(3.80)
where 0 is the power factor.
At unity power factor 0 = 0 ,  and.
1
tan ÿ^YR (3.81)
Having found "6"the initial rotor position is defined and 
the Runge Kutta routine proceeds.
The initial values for rotor circuit voltages and currents 
are obtained:
From relation (2.49) we have.
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V cos a+I(r cos 5 + sin 6) = p.u.^fd/ /2
Hence




®kd = ®kq = H d o  = ikqo = 0 (3-G4)
Equations (3.82,83,84) enable the initial values of
rotor circuit voltages and currents to be obtained.
By choosing the no-load voltage axis the reference
as seen in Fig. (5), it follows that the angle of the
rotor 0 = (w^t +X) = X at t = 0. (3.85)'• o
The corresponding terminal voltage angle of phase "A" 
is
(w^t + X- 6) = (X - 6) at t = 0 (3.86)
and the other phases are shifted by + 120° respectively.
The corresponding pre-fault current angles, if the power 
factor is lagging, are (X- (6* 0)) for phase A and with 





V machine terminal voltage
Fig. (5) the reference axis with respect to the machine 
axes and the infinite bus bar. The infinite bus is 
taken shifted from the terminal machine voltage to allow
the inclusion of network components for the following
1
chapters.
The mechanical power at steady state and throughout the 
observation time is taken equal to the prefault air 
gap electrical power. Hence,
m e(initial)
Pe(initial) = VI cos 0 + I R
(3.87)
(3.88)
Finally the initial flux linkages are obtained from
which is the total flux for each stator phase as well as 
the rotor circuits.
b . fault studies with superposition:
Applying the technique of equation (3.75)
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the superimposed voltages for the stator and rotor 
circuits are found. In this case when the no-load 
voltage axis is taken reference and keeping the 
speed of rotor constant the inductance matrix L j , 
with its no-load angles, remains the same, while the 
voltage and current angles lag the reference axis by 
6 and (6 + (()) respectively. This can be seen from 
Fig. (5). In that matter it must be borne in mind that 
changing the reference axis, for instance to the infinite 
busbar as in the case of multi-machine studies, the 
inductance matrix becomes a function of the machine rotor 
angle 6.
3.8 The swing equation
For the steady state condition with a constant fixed load, 
the machine has roughly equal input and output torques.
In the case of synchronous alternators the input is the 
mechanical torque and the output is the electrical torque. 
For such a state of equilibrium, the shaft is rotating 
with a constant speed determined by the frequency needed 
and the number of machine poles. Any loss o f  will
obviously decrease the electric torque with which the 
machine loses its equilibrium and starts to accelerate. 
Such acceleration may be determined from the change of the 
rotor angle 6 as follows:
I é = (3-90)Q V
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where I is the moment of inertia
T & T are the mechanical and electrical torques m e
in turn.
The second derivative of the angle "6" may be seen 
from a point on the shaft at an angle, t = w^t + 6( ,
the velocity of this point is.
>
. 1  .2
and the acceleration — | ^ (3.91)
dt^ dt^
)
From (3.91) it is seen that the change in the rotor angle
•is associated with machine acceleration.
Now, multiplying (3.90) by w we get:
.2.
M = w(T -T ) (3.92)(jf/ m e
where w is at any speed, and
M wl is the angular momentum
To use per unit values we can divide (3.92) by
—  ^  = ,—  (T_-T ) (3.93)
^  dt^ Mj, “ ®
where M, = w I , w is the synchronous speed
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2GH
but My = — —  (3.94)w
A 1or in other words H = MrW = the inertia constantO Z D O
G
u A Stored rotational energy at synchronous speed 
* o electrical rating of the machine
, Mega_Joules  ̂ seconds
Hence substituting (3.94) into (3.93) we get
I  = 2^  V  “ ( W  (3.95)dt
}
Also using the machine rating as the base value then we
get.
d^6 ^o “o P - P
dt o
sec
2H^ 0) I m p.u. e p.u. i (3.96).u.^
w / p p0 I m p.u. - e p.u.
o \ ^p.u. ^p.u.
2 d^ô 
%  772 ^  (Pm p.u. - Pe p.u.) (3-97)dt. 2H
p.u.
where 6 is in electrical degrees in both (3.96) and (97)
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3.9 The torque equation:
For a fast approach the dqo transformation can be used 
to obtain an air gap flux-current relation and hence, 
with a reverse transformation the phase co-ordinate 
flux-current relation is obtained. This is achieved 
by starting with the power relation.
P = ® a P a ^ ® b V ® c P c  = | ( ® d V ® q V
Hence using per unit values.
Pp.u. = §(®aia+®bib+®cic) = |(®d V ^ q ^ q )
but. I
PY, - wY^ - ri, i
6q = WY^ + P \  -
F o r  t h e  i d e ^ l  the zero sequence component of
flux does not cross the air gap and that the terms 
(i^pY^, iqPYq) represent the rate of change of armature 
magnetic energy, i.e. stored energy by the machine, the 
air gap torque only consists of the rotational voltages 
(-wY and wY.).q d/
Hence,
§ ( ' d \  - '^qid)
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but T = -W
= |("dPq -
Transformation to phase co-ordinates yields,
Pp.u. = ^  + P b ( ^ - ' c )  + P c ( % - V )
(3.97 b)
1 1 2  2where the constant   is from (t̂- x ^ ^ t  ^ cos 6 0)3/3 z A A
3.10 Summary :
1. Two phase co-ordinate methods are discussed. ; One 
utilises the machine flux derivative and the other utilises 
the machine current derivative. Symmetrical components 
are also applied on the flux derivative method.
2. For a short observation time and considering a 
constant rotor angle, the superposition method is discussed 
and compared with methods including swing equations.
3. The fourth order Runge-Kutta approximation is used 
throughout the various methods and the initial conditions 
for the no-load and on-load cases are discussed.
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Chapter "4"
Numerical solution of the machine equations using 
the Fast Fourier Transform (F.F.T.)
4.1 Introduction
The basis of the F.F.T. and its relation to finite 
Fourier transform is discussed in appendix C(C.S).
Moreover, its implementation using modified Fourier 
Transform (C.3) is discussed in the same appendix (C.5,3), 
Using such technique it has become possible to solve 
the machine equations with an overall efficiency from 
a computational view-point which is comparable and in 
some cases better than other numerical methods. In this 
study the superposition theorem is used in conjunction with 
the modified Fourier transform, to solve the machine 
equations for the general case of a salient pole machine. 
The method developed makes use of the symmetrical 
component transform previously outlined. A shifting 
technique is developed which enables considerable 
simplification to the mathematical and numerical solution 
to be achieved. The basis of the new method will now be 
given.
4.2 The transformation of the machine equations into 
the frequency domain:
Starting from the symmetrical component form of the machine 
equations given in (2.40) we obtain:
[e] = P - [rl [i]
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where,
[e] = [«0 / 1  ®2 ®£d ®kd ®kq]






[r] = [r r r .
M  = d o  il iz ifd h d  h q]
t
9
and [y] = [l] [i] where [l] is 6 x  6 matrix
derived in Chapter "3" (3.74)•
These relations are now transformed by applying the- 00 .
Fourier Integral F(w) = J f(t) e ^^ dt. When this 
is done a transformation into the frequency domain has 
been effected and the entire equations are:
©^(w) = -(r + (Lg-2M)jw) i.Q(w)
e^Cw) = -(r + CLg+M)ju) jw i^Cw-Zw^) +
iMfjo* i£d(“-“o) + iWfjwikd(w-Wo)- iMkq"ikq(w-"o)
62(03) - "Y L^jw i^(ü3 + 2ü3̂ ) - (r+(Lg+M) joj) i2 (w) +
|Mfjio + iw^jw ikjCw+Wg) + ikq(w+"o)
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3 3 • •6£dC“) = -jMfiwijCM+Wp) - ^M£jui2 (<U-(Û ) +
3 3®kd(“) = 0 = -^Mgjwi^Cw+WQ) -jM^jui (w-w^) +
.^fdkdi^’-fd^") *  (’̂ kd'^Pkki“)’-kd(“)
®kq(“) = 0 = -§MkqWii(w+Wo) 4 ^ k q “ h ( “‘“o) *
( W V “  ̂ " k q W -
It should be noted that the following transform identities 




d(f (t) ^o^ j ü)F (w-o)^) 
dt
Furthermore, in order to simplify the illustration, the 
fault inception angle.X has been taken as zero so that 6 
is simply replaced by w^t before the frequency transformation 
is applied.
From a computational point of view equations (4.98) are 
unacceptable as they stand because they involve several 
current transformations. For example i^(w), iy(aj+w^), and 
i^Cw+Zw^) are involved. Careful consideration of the 
problem shows that by introducing a positive frequency 
shiftWp to the transformed positive phase sequence voltage 
component ey(w) together with a negative shift for the
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negative phase sequence component of voltage, the relations
take a much more convenient form. The necessary shifting -
is easily obtained by multiplying the original time domain 
- i tequations by e”^“o , as appropriate, and subsequently 
employing the corresponding transform pair,
+ .
f(t) e^^o “  ^ F(ü)+cü )
This foregoing technique gives rise to greatly simplified 
equations of the form,
[e (w , w+w^ , =
[z(w,w+WQ, ][i(co,03+03̂ ,03-0)̂ )] , . 99)
The complete form of the equations involved is given in 
equations (4.100).
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®0 (“) -(r+jw(Lg-2M)) 0 0
Gi((*>+Wo) = 0 ~(r+j (ü)+ü)^)(L^+M))
e2(o)-(Co) 0 -(r+j (w -w^(Lg+M))
0 “jj wM^
0 0 “YJ £
0 0 ■|"“kq 7"”kq
0
A r -\M_rJ(w-w ) f
L,
T f + j ü L f f
0
0
j C0) + (D^)^















In order to overcome the problem associated with digital 
computations discussed in appendix C, a further shifting
on the above relations is required to satisfy the
modified Fourier transform (see section C.3.3.). This
can be implemented by further substitution for "w" in
equation (4.100) by (w - j«). The evaluation of
depends on the system nature and a method is discussed
in section (C.4). Hence, the formula (C.24) of the
inverse Fourier transform may efficiently be applied 
and in turn the Fast Fourier transform technique (section 
C.5) using the algorithm in section (C.5.3) can easily be 
used.
)
Furthermore section (4.6) of this chapter will include 
the discussed sequence shiftings with the formula (C.24) 
to produce the actual current waveforms in the time 
domain.
4.3 The superimposed sequence voltages for fault 
simulation in the frequency domain:
The time domain superimposed sequence voltages for 
conventional faults are given in appendix "B". To 
develop the frequency domain voltage forms, it should 
be noted that the analogy between the modified Fourier 
and Laplace transforms enables us to use the Laplace 
pairs (see appendix C section C.3). Having found the 
s-domain, a substitution for "s" with j(w-j=) produces 
the frequency domain form. A 3-phase fault example may
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be found as follows:
Referring to appendix "B" equations (B.ll) we have, 
e,(t) .
' IÏ T )
63 (t) = '5 ü e'9 e'j^ e ~ j y
2j 2j
e^Ct) = 0.0 (4.101)
From Laplace pairs we have,
A  e")“o^ = — -—  (4.102)
To facilitate the discussion we can substitute for 
"s" by j CO instead of leaving the latter
substitution for the computer program.
Hence,
f e")“o’̂ =— —  (4.103)
mod
Substituting the above into equation(4.101) we get, 
e. (w) = - e  ̂̂
2  f0)
e^Cco) = m e 1
~ 2 (0+Ü)
Gq (co) = 0.0 ' (4.104)
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and for the needed sequence shiftings of equation (4.100) 
we get:
!£(w+Wg) = - e  ̂̂ 1
2 w
e2 (ü)-üJo) = e  ̂̂  1̂
2 w
e (w) = 0.0 (4.-105)
Also it should be noted that the superimposed field 
voltage e£^(ü}) is equal to zero as discussed in the 
preœeding chapter.
)
A similar approach for the other conventional faults 
should give the results shown in table (4.118) which 
aiso includes the loading condition discussed in the 
following section.
4.4 Complete machine representation in the frequency
domain:
To introduce the angle of fault inception "X" to the machine 
equations (4.100), a similar approach to the voltage 
exponential form (4 .101) may be performed on the impedance 
matrix of (4.100), This can be seen when substituting the 




where 0 = w t + X (4*108) .
..... .. ° . ■ - ■  ̂ . .-yv/-;'.
The new machine formulation is shown in equation (4.117).
The other addition to the machine equations is to include 
the load angle 6 to satisfy loading conditions. Keeping
the no-load voltage reference as in the previous chapter
the terminal voltage angle of the a-phase will become,
0 = Ü) t +X - 6 (4.109)V O
for which the superimposed sequence voltage relations 
are as seen in table (4.118).
It should be noted that the same technique used for the 
positive and the negative seuqence shiftings of the 
voltages and currents (see section 4.2) may be applied
[e] = [Z] [i] (4.110)
[e] =
[i] =
®l(w+Wo)e 9 ̂  62 (io-(i)̂ )e) ̂  0 0 (4.
Pq(“) ii(w+"o)e'j^ i2 (w-Wo)e*^^ifd(w) ikq(“)J^
[z] is similar to that of equation (4 .100).
The reason for introducing the angle X in the impedance
matrix of (4.117) is to show the dependency of the
machine operational impedances on the angle of fault
inception. Moreover, it might be of interest to note
that when changing the reference axes from the no-load
voltage axis (Q-axis), to the load terminal voltage axis,
then the machine time varying inductances become a function
of (X+Ô). Since in our study we are dealing with the




will not make any difference when simplifying the computer 
algorithms as seen from equation (4.110).
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4.5 The reduction of the machine equation to
3 X 3 sequence matrix in the frequency domain: 
The machine relations (4.100) show the possibility 
of eliminating the rotor relations to reduce the form 







0 F(w-WQ),w) G ( (w w^) )
r
^1 (W + ÜQ)
(4.119)
where the above form can be illustrated if we consider 
the impedance matrix in (4.10(7) as co-efficients 
where,n^n = 1,2,....,6 . Hence,
z„(.) ^ All
D((u +üĵ ),m) = A^2 + A^^ B + A^^ C
E((w+Wo),w) = A23 + A24 B' - A26 C
P((w-WQ),w) = A32 + A34 B + Ajg C
G((ü3-ü)̂ ) ,'(u) = A33 + A^a B - A,^ C ,
and,
B ^ ^ 42(^55 + A 44 - 2A^g)/(A^^ - A^^Agg)
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Such reduction reduces the computer storage and time 
considerably. Also with the knowledge of the sequence 
currents, other simplified reduced forms for the rotor 
circuits are obtainable.
This simplified form is useful in studying the 
interconnection of machines and external networks 
which will be discussed in Chapters (6) and (7).-
4 .6 Modifications of the inverse modified Fourier
transform formula for application to shifted 
sequences :
The modified Fourier transform possesses originally 
a frequency shift from (w) to (w- j=), (see section 
C.3.2 of appendix C). Hence, a further shifting is
needed to evaluate the actual sequence currents as,
a) For the positive sequence:
Ü ) — ( o ) + C Ü ^ )  - - j  œ  =  Ü) -  j ( “ + j 0 Q )  ( 4 . 1 2 0 )
b) For the negative sequence,
Ü) —►(ü)-ü)̂ ) - j - 0) “ j («- jw^) (4.121)
In turn the formula (C.66) should substitute for («) 
with the corresponding substitution shown above.
Hence,






b) The negative sequence current formula becomes,
r  -»(>7^) gj(n/N)n w(k-l)n
L ir k=l
f^_ = I e'l ' ' e > F,, W
(4.123)
The real form of the above equations given in (C.66) 
is not utilised at this stage but is applied after the 
final transformation into phase co-ordinates. This is so 
because the assumption of a real original time function 
for the Fourier transform would not apply to the complex 




The operational impedances and conventional formulae
for the analysis of various .faults
5.1 Introduction
The subtransient, transient, and steady states in system 
fault analysis are very familiar expressions to the power 
engineer. Each system state has corresponding operational 
impedances according to the fault condition being studied. 
For instance, an unbalanced fault requires the addition of 
the negative and, in some cases, the zero phase sequence 
impedances to the balanced operational parameters. The 
methods given in Chapter (2) require a knowledge of the 
appropriate operational parameters and in this Chapter 
consideration is given to some of the commonly made app­
roximations in developing the operational impedances for 
both time and frequency domain analyses- Here it is worth 
noting the potentially more accurate results obtainable 
by means of frequency domain methods. Both dqo and the 
Forward/Backward component methods are studied in some 
detail together with the final formula for 3-phase faults. 
Unbalanced faults are considered in less detail but the 
well known form of the final formulae to cover such cases 
is given to enable a comparison of the results with those 
obtainable by means of the newer methods developed in 
Chapter (4) and to illustrate the relative complexity of 
conventional methods.
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5.2 The symmetrical 5-phase operational d,q,o
parameters :
In evaluating the generator equivalent impedances for 
different transient states, it is useful to eliminate 
the rotor circuits. In deducing the various impedances 
involved care must be given to the final accuracy 
required and different methods of approach have been 
adopted by various authors. Adkins’ approach (ref. 54) 
using the d,q,o method, and Ku ’s method using the 
Forward/Backward Components in the time domain will be 
examined together with the more accurate frequency domain 
method developed during the course of this study.
5.2. 1 Adkins' approach : )
From relations (2 .54,55) the dqo flux relations are,
0 d q fd kd kq
"o -Lo 0 0 0 0 0 "o
0 ■^d 0 Mad 0 ^d
'̂ q •0 0 ”^q 0 0 ^aq ■"q
^fd G - \ d 0 ^£f Mad 0 ^fd
Y
kd 0 -"ad 0 \ d H k 0 ^kd




From relations (2.29), and (2.34) the voltage equations are
eq = YjPG + pY (5.125)
®fd P^fd ffd^fd 
0
0
P \ d  * ^kd^kd
P^kq *  ^kq^kq
The following relations are useful in eliminating the 
rotor currents from each axis.
For the D-axis:
' "d ■^d Mad M^d id
®£d - -MadP ifd+LffP M^jP i£d
0 -MadP MadP ■ Tkd+Lkk? ^kdL
[5.126)
In other words the above may be solved as:
^d = -Ld(P)id + g ( « ® £ d (5.127)
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where L^(p), and g(p) are functions of the operator (P),
If the elimination in„relation(5.126) is carried out by 
determinant, both L^(p) and g(p) are obtainable as the 
quotient of two determinants, each of which is a 
polynomial expression in (p). Moreover both L^(p) and 
g(p) have the same denominator and are given by: *
+ V ” + ...... + %
g(P) = gmP"" + Sm-lP*"^ + ......
+ v ™  + ......
(5.128)
(5.129)
where m is the number of dampers on the D-axis.
Thus, for our case, in which only one damper is assumed oh 
each axis of the machine we have.




where a,b,g are the coefficients to be determined 







or in a manner similar to that used previously.
%  = -Lq(P) iq : (5.133)
where L (p) is a function of (P) which is the quotient4
of two polynomials of order n. For a machine with only 
one damper winding we obtain.
diP . d„
where C, d are the coefficients to be determined.
Now, referring to equations (5.126) a solution can be 
obtained as,
H  "adCfd
1 + (Tj +T2) p+Tj^TjP 1+(Tĵ +T2)p +TjT3P^ ^fd
(5.132)
If we split the self inductance into mutual and leakage 
values as discussed in Chapter 2,
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The time constants of relation (5.132) are,
’'kd kd
“é i )
• ! î i M _  )
\ M  J . - y U
If we define Lj(p) and g(p) in relations (5.130) as.
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■-a(P) * " " f '  L,, (5.13B,
(1-Tj P) (I.TjP)
and,
g(p) = (l+TkdP)  ^
(1+TdoP) (1+TdB) ff
(5.136)
then, comparing relation (5.132) with (5.127) it follows:
(l+TjoP) (1+TjoP) = l+(Ti+T2)p + T^TgpZ (5.137)
(1+T^P) (l+T^) =  1+(T4+Tg)p+ T^TgpZ (5.138)
where,
\ nTdo & are the D-axis open circuit transient
and subtransient time constants,
I nTd & are the D-axis short, circuit transient
and subtransient time constants.
The above defined time constants are the four principal 
time constants of the synchronous machine. Their values 
can be calculated accurately by solving the quadratic 
equations ($.137) and (5.138) or with a further approximation 
based on the fact that the per unit value of the damper 
winding resistance is generally much larger than that of 
the field winding. T2 and T^ are then much less than T^, 
and the right hand side of equation (5.137) differs very 
little from (i+T^P ) (l+T^p ) .
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Hence,
H o  ?!' and s ̂  C5.139)
similarly,
Tj s Tj, and t ” s (5.140)
Also with reference to equations (5.132) and (5.133) a 
similar treatment can be given which leads to the following
ft
L (p) = (k+TqP) Ig C5.141)4 11 4
(l+Tqo?)
tJ
where, is the Q-axis open circuit subtransient
time constant, ,
and, Tq is the Q-axis short circuit sübtransient 
time constant.
Hence, the following standard time constants can be 
summarised:
H o  = ("ad+4) 
= ÎTT ( 4 d  ' M , d 4  )
t' = - L -  U r  * "adfd )d _ '■xf
'"‘ad ■ x-d
4  = —  civ. + M a d 4 4 ______________  ) , (5.142)d _ ^ k d  .





Where, all the time constants are in seconds if the
absolute values (henries and ohms) are used, and in
per unit time if per unit values are used. We certainly
recall from equation (3.63) that t = w t , where ^ p.u. o sec'
is in radians per second . (e.g. T = ^p.u. )o ^ V to sec — *— —0) r o p.u.
The per unit operational impedances may be derived as
I.follows: .
the direct axis synchronous 
reactance
Ho
= direct axis transient reactance
= L, H H - L   ̂ Hd4Ad
A o  H o  ■ + M^dAd' + A A d
= direct axis subtransient reactance
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A  = A  ' H q  , "
= quadrature-axis synchronous reactance
■■q ■ \  ■ ^q *  î !â a ia —
= quadrature axis subtransient reactance
In the above relations the definition of reactance is 
used, this is based on the fact that the inductance in 
per unit is equal to the reactance.
5.2.2 The frequency domain approach ;
The flux and voltage relations (5.124,125) may be transformed 
to obtain the following frequency domain relations;
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0
. @o(w) -Cr+jwL^) 0 0
ê Ciij) 0 - (r+jw L^) 0oLq
6q(0d) 0 ■“o H -(r+jwLq)
0 0 -]“Mad 0
0 0 -j“Mad 0









% M a d
kq
0











The above 6 x 6  matrix form can be reduced to 3 x 3 matrix 
relation by eliminating the rotor circuits as in section 
(4.5) to yield:
-(r+jwL^) 0 0
e^Cw) = 0 -(r+jwL^(w)) + 60 L (w) 0 q
0 -10 L , ((o)0 Q -(r+jtoL^(to)) iq(.)
'(5.145)
The above formulation shows L^(üj) and L^(ca) as the continuous 
frequency spectrum of, L^(p) and L^(p) , considered previously, 
but it should be noted that X is taken equal to zero to 
conform with an unloaded pre-fault conditions (See equation 
4.100).
5.2.3 Ku's approach using forward and backward
components :
From relations (2.32) the forward/backward components can 
be obtained from the symmetrical components as.
, ip = i p e - ^ V
j w t
B o (5.145)
Using the transform pairs defined in relation (4.100) 
we get.
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BpCw) = . ipC“) = iiCw+Wg)
eB(“) = 22("-“o) . V “) = l2C“-“ )
(5.146)








0 - (r +j (o) + (ô )I|(a)) ) - j (co+(ü^)L2 (to)




Where L^(w), and [^(w) are the operational impedances applicable 
to the forward and backward components. It is useful to note 
that relation (5.147) can be obtained from (5.145) using the 





Hence, eliminating e^Cw) from relation (5,145) and using 
the C-matrix it follows :
Gp(w)
egCu.)




1 - I [c]
The relationship between F,B, and d,q operational impedances 
thus emerge as :
L^(lü) = ĥ (ü))+I, (üj)
(5.150)
which are similar to the relations (2.57),
2 2 
Moreover, it may be seen from relations (4.100) that when
the method of superposition is applied,the steady state
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superimposed values of i^^ = ^ i^^ ^ 0 .
It is therefore, clear at this stage that the operational
3impedance L^(w] = + M, and L^Cw) = y and this
verifies the validity of the representation.
5,3 Formula for the 3-phase to ground fault
following a no-load condition 
For such a condition the rotor angle is zero and relation 
(2,46)gives,
H  = H a x  sin 6 = 0
®q H a x  * H a x  '
C5.151)
Applying the superposition theorem, the superimposed 
voltages are,
H d  = H  = ®kd = ®kq =0
[5.152]
e = - Eq max
Using the Heaviside »«p’» operator with a unit step function 
on the superimposed Q-axis voltage, we get from (5.125):
0 = pYj - rij
“H a x   ̂ = “o H  + - :'i
(5,153)
q q
where p0 is substituted by in accordance with an assumed 
constant rotor speed.
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Now substituting for and with the appropriate 
operational impedances given in equations (5.127), and 
(5.133) we get.
0 = -( r + PLjCp)) id +
-Emaxl = - ' (r + PLq(p)) i
(5.154)
q
Eliminating i^, we get,
W  = ( p ' + A + r p f l ^ )  + E ^ P ) ) u , C P ) A cp) ) ^  H
(5.155)
J
2Since the armature resistance is small the r term may 
be neglected and for the term in r, L^(P) and L^(P)
may be simplified by neglecting r^, r^^, and r^^. This 
is equivalent to replacing in this term all the factors 
of the form (1+Tp) by Tp. We may now substitute for L^(P) 
from (5.135,141).
Hence, (5.155) reduces to:
 {---------n-----T  -7 --------- Lb.ibDj
id = (l+TdP) (1+TdP) (P +2*P+Wo) Ed
wnere
Similarly, substituting for i^ we get
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IT
Furthermore, the quadratic equation in (P) may be 
approximated by (,P'-“2) > where = = + j ,
and «2 “ ^-jw^ then using tlie Heaviside's expansion 
(ref.32) taking in consideration that in per unit 
Td , are small compared to T^, T^q, andfx^jq, T^^,
Î n \ 'T^, I are all large compared with one ,a final 
expresion for phase "a" current can be obtained as the 
following:
i„ = ij cos 0 - i_ sin 0 ^a d .  q
-t/Td'
"n “ ( r  ' ( n ' r ) "  i t :  '  r r )  ' K a x c ° s ( t + ' )
-t/Tq -t/Ta
- -fp- Smaxcos  ̂ ' V ; "  E^.ax^os (2t+l) (E.158)
where T = l/«= ,
I I  I IL,
•
T ’’ T "
H  = '
Eq - Ed
I I  I
and t, T^, T^, are in per unit values. The b and c
phase currents are easily obtained by replacing X with
(X-^n) , (X+ ^ ) • This substitution is valid because
3 3
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0 is taken equal to (t^x), where Cx) is the angle in 
radians of the voltage wave form at the instantof 
applying the fault.
5.4 Formulae for the unbalanced faults following
a no-load condition: (ref ; 52)_______
Similar approximations as those applied in the previous 
section are applied to the =,B,0 or symmetrical component 
transformations to yield the following expressions.
5.4,1 The line to line fault ÇL-L):
For a fault between phses b and c we have,
Gb - = 0
i, + i_ = 0 and i = 0D C  a
Using the (=,B,0) and taking the superimposed voltage 
f®bc ^ on the B-axis.




. -t/TaLLr. ^  ^ 1






/L q- /L^ 
"“n —  If >






Ed + E; ’
and TaLL
t, and all time constants are in per unit time.
5.4.2 The line to ground fault (L-G):
For a fault on phase (a) we have.
and,
Ec = 0
3E ([ Ed * Eg + Eq Ed + L% + Lq
E d *  Eg + Lq Ed + L% + Eq
1 -t/T,(L-G)
)e
 =  )
Ed + L^ + Eqj
n-1









L, = /(l " + Lo/2) (l "+Lo /2) - Lo/2 ,
Ù  a q
ti
b = ^2 " where Lj may be likened too — n  d
the positive phase sequence component ,
t ' = + ^2 + ,
L. + L% + La  ̂ o
It
t " . ^d + ^2 + Lg
dL-G + L ~ 2  *  La  ̂ o
and T Tr = ^o where r = r + 3r andaLb     o g
(2r + r^)
r^ is the ground resistance.
t, and all time constants are in per unit.
5.4.3. The line to line to ground fault (LL-G)
For a fault on phases b & c to ground we have,




“ I 3 Lq Cos Ct-»-X) Cbç^+2L^) sin(t+X) C +
l[aâ7 (L^+LjCosX -(Lj-L )CosC2(t+x)ft Itq ■ » ] A -
*Lq+4LQ)sinx-(Lj-Lq)sin(2(t+x)t%) 1 b ;
^max
D 3L ^cos(t+X)+ f3 (L^+2L^) sin(t +x)|C +>]
[
tt tt
)CosX-(L ^-L q)cos(2(t+x) -X ) J a  +
/3




_ "t/Tag(LL-G)B = e
= fci - ^ d'^e ) e
L l ' d %
"t/Td(LL-G)





!» !» !» !»
Lo(Ld+Lq)+Lj Lq - L^CL^-Lq)cos 2Ct+X)
Ta^CLL-G) '^aoCLL-G)
_ L 2 t 2L
+ 2r
2Lq Æ
n n n ' n »t »i
LdLqtLd+ZL^jCL +2L^) - L
2L







t, and ail time constants are in per unit time. 
^2LL-G he likened to the negative sequence value 
which lies between
»! Mrf" < where the left hand
side is for the 3-phase fault and the right hand side 
is for L-L fault.
However, for an idealised cylindrical rotor machine,
»» I»
Lj = L = for all types of fault.
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Chapter ’’6"
The generator and the generator transformer
6,1 Introduct ion :
The complexity of analysing a network containing the 
A/X transformer has led many annalists to make approximations 
in representing the transformer. Recently, Baiser et 
al^^) have divided the A/X into a cascade combination 
of A/X - X/X transformers. The 1:1 ratio X/X transformer 
is connected to the transmission line and comprises 
primary, secondary, and magnetizing impedances. The A/X 
transformer provides the requisite phase-shift, while the 
per unit transformer ratio /3:1 enables the unit phase 
voltages on either side of the transformer to be the same 
(rated line to neutral voltage as base). A further 
approximation to the generator representation is made by 
adding the subtransient reactance to the X/X transformer 
leakage reactances.
Barber and Giannini^^^^ use a similar transformer 
representation but the magnetizing components are neglected. 
However, their method employs a complete phase co-ordinate 
generator representation and the results compare favourably 
with field tests,
Owen and Lewis^^^have given several transformer representations 
according to the type of fault. In some cases several types 
are used particularly in respect of sequential faults. The 
«,3,0 transform is applied to the transformer while the 
«,3,Y transform of reference (10,11,12) is used to represent
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the generator. ,, .
Finally, Laughron^^^^ achieves a good degree o£ accuracy 
by using the nodal admittance technique to solve any 
3-phase transformer problem in the steady state. This 
is done by considering the transformer terminals as 
a number of nodes coupled by the appropriate admittances.
The method is extended in another p a p e r t o  cover 
a number of system elements and the solution is performed 
by an iterative technique similar to that used in system 
load flow studies.
In this study a new method incorporating the transformer 
in transient studies is developed. This method which 
takes account of the internal transformer voltage drops, 
gives more accurate results and fixes the transformer 
representation when transformations are needed.
Apart from the time domain phase co-ordinate technique 
achieved, a new method using the symmetrical components 
in the frequency domain and 3 x 3  matrices is developed 
which considerably simplifies the computational process and 
gives greatly improved economy of computing time. Furthermore, 
it is evident that distributed parameter transmission line 
models may be incorporated, a factor which will be considered 
in the next chapter.
6.2 Steady state representation of transformers :
6.2.1 Phase Co-ordinate representations(nodal
admittance method):
In this study we shall deal with separate or banked
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transformers. This is case(a) discussed in appendix 
section (A.3.5.1). If the negligibly small 
magnetizing currents are neglected, equal sequence 
impedances (Z^=Z2=Z^) are obtained and these are in 
turn equal to the phase resistance and leakage reactance. 
These assumptions give rise to the transformer representation 
shown in fig. (6). A single phase representation is shown 
with turns ratio (l+t):l and equivalent leakage admittance
y.
Hence from fig.(6) it follows:
Vg = (l+t)V* (6.162)
= -(l+t)Is ' (6.163)
where all values are in per unit and "t” represents a tap




Fig.(6) simulation of ideal transformer
1 t





Fig.Ç7) representation of ideal transformer 





Fig.(8) Ydll lattice for ideal transformer with taps 
[1+t = /5) on the delta side
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-1 V y V
and. Is = i r f  - n r f r
In other words, and may be represented by the
j,k,p,q nodes :
Vg = Vj - (6.167)
Vy = Vp - Vq (6.168)
Each node will, in turn, have its own current, thus 
From equation ( 6.166) we get:
') •
i
Since the current in transformer link K is opposite 
to the current of "j” , it follows:
■ic ■
From equations (6.163 and (169) we get:
Ip ° If = - Ttt Vj + Ttt Vk + y Vp - yVq (6.171)
Ill
Similarly,
q = -Ip = îft Vj - Vk - (6.172)
From equations (6.169, 170,171,172),the nodal admittance 
matrix may be written:





























The topology of equation (6.173) suggests an admittance 
circuit (or lattice) as shown in fig.(7).
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The extension of the lattice to form three separate 
bank transforms with a delta star connection is shown 
in fig.(8), where the vector group is taken as Ydll 
and the admittances corresponding to those between 
(j-q), and (k-q) in fig.(7) are eliminated in order 
to isolate the star (normally earthed) point from the 
delta side. For the per unit system, a value of 1.0 
per unit voltage on each leg of the star winding produces, 
under balanced conditions, /3 per-unit voltage on each leg 
of the delta winding (rated line to neutral voltage as 
base). Hence an effective tapping at /3 nominal turns 
ratio on the delta side is required, le.(1+t) = /3.
Thus equation (6,173) takes the complete matrix form:-
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Ic _z 0 - %/r
0 Vc
In -y -y -y 0 0 0 3y Vn
_
Miere ^ ^ ^ the star side voltages ;
\ b .c ,n .......................>
V u  the delta side voltages , a,b,c
I , the ” output currents, a,b,c
(6.174)
and the directions of currents are as shown in fig. (8).
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6.2.2 The symmetrical component representation:
6.2.2.1 Per unit two sided representation; an
extension to the phase co-ordinate nodel
The formation
method: 
in equation (6 .174) suggests a similar sequence
transform to that in equation (A.8) but the transforming 
matrix should be as follows:
T 0
0 T













Hence, the sequence form of equation [6,174) becomes;
[ . , ] .  ■ H [ v j [6.177)







































The above relation is obtained by putting = 0 (reference
to earthed point) in equation (6.174) and this permits an 
elimination of the seventh column and row. It is clear 
in (6.178) that I^^ = = 0 which proves the elimination
of the zero sequence component from the output of the A-side. 
Moreover, the following can be seen from equation (6.178):
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Hence, (6.179)
Similarly = (V^^- IiûZi)e"î^° , (6.180)
VzA = (V,,- l2,Z2)e-iS0 , (6.181)
V „ (V,. - I,.Z,)ei^° , (6.182)2X '-'2Û 26 2
and (6.183)
where Z^ 6 Z, A Z, , 0 , (1-a)=/30-i
(1-a^) = rs e i S O
From the above relations, the following observations may 
be made:
a. For the Ydll transformer vector group, (6,179) shows 
the (+)ve sequence 30° leading angle produced in
the delta side relative to the star side. Vice-versa 
in (6.180). That shift is illustrated in Fig. (9.a)
b. (6.181) shows the (-)ve sequence 30° lag produced 
in the delta side relative to the.star side. Vice- 
versa in (6.182). That shift illustrated in Fig. (9.b)
c. If the faulted section or the load flow is expected 
to be through the transformer from the delta to the
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star, then the currents 1^, in (6.174) will have
negative values relative to those assumed in Fig. (8). In 










Fig.(9) The steady state voltages vector diagram for the Ydll
/
transformer.
(a) the positive sequence current with the 30° leading
shift









( b )  -  -  ’ ( c)
(10) The sequence equivalent circuits
(a) the X/A transformer
(b) the positive or negative sequence circuit
(c) the zero sequence circuit
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6. 2,2.2 The, sequence circuit method:
a. Steady state case using symmetric wave assumption 
The symmetric wave is by definition a periodic wave 
containing only odd hajtmonics, i.e. the positive half 
cycle is identical to the negative half cycle which is 
the waveform from a conventional alternator having 
symmetry about the pole axis. Using the assumption of 
existing harmonics the definition of sequence harmonics 
may easily be found as the following:
1. the positive sequence harmonics are the 7^^,13^^,19^^,25^^,
2. the negative " " " "
3. the zero " " " " 21®*,
With the delta connection of a delta/star transformer, the 
zero sequence currents will circulate in the A-winding, 
while the positive and negative currents will flow through 
the transformer with the corresponding shift for each 
component. It is therefore preferable in some cases to 
study the system using sequence circuits and this is 
particularly so if the 3rd harmonic significantly influences 
the waveforms. Fig. (10) shows the equivalent sequence 
circuits for separate 3-phase transformer banks.
b. Fault studies using sinusoidal waveforms assumption: 
In the past it was common practice to analyse system faults 
in steady state because the protection equipment was not 
capable of clearing faults rapidly as in the case of todays 
high speed protection. In addition, owing to the capacity
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and design the machines were not producing the slowly . 
decaying transient d.c. components which might be found 
in todays 600 MTV turbo-alternator. Such phenomena and 
the slow speed protective equipment made the transient 
periods insignificant and hence phasor methods were 
permitted for fault studies. The implementation of 
symmetrical components is discussed in appendices CA 
and B) .
6.3 The transformer transient state derivation
3.3.1 Phase co-ordinate method, L-R Circuit 
derivation from the nodal admittance
representation :
Using instantaneous values and assuming a solidly earthed 
transformer, equation (6.174) may be written as.




J h . . ^ 2 1
1
1
^ 2 2 .
(6.184)
where, in equation (6.174), y is taken common from the 
right hand side and transferred as a multiplier (Z) to 
the left hand side. Hence,Z [l] becomes (r^ + L^p ) [l] ,


























=  - ” 12
1 0 — 1
^22 " I 2 -1 -1 ■^^2 ^21; ’
-1 2 -1
-1 -1 2
°A' ix' are the instantaneous values of
the voltages and currents at
the X and A sides•
In order to allow for currents flowing through the
transformer to the star side, the two submatrices
and 2 are multiplied by (-1) Compared to equation (6.174).
6.3.1.1 Problems with the new form:
The nodal method gives rise to problems of matrix inversion 
since the sub-matrices 2 ’̂ ’̂21 *^2 2 singular. This
restriction makes any matrix manipulation, when joiningthe 
machine, limited to some extent. In other words, limited
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to addition and multiplication of matrices,
6,3,1.2 Tests on the new form:
The transformer voltage and current per unit relations 
can be proved by applying open circuit and short circuit 
tests as follows:
Open Circuit test: = 0
Hence, from(6.184) we have
0 = "ll Vx + «12 V, C6.18S)
but = -lidentity
hence 21. = = —  V ri-a)
)
then - Vq) C6.186)
V b = - Va)
Vc = ^  tv^ - V^)
Short Circuit test: = Vg = = 0
ZI^ " «22 V& C6.187)
V j)
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where V + V, + = 0 and V_ = aV.a D c c a
hence ^  " ^c^ C6.188)
similarly,
h  -  ■ la)
and Ic = ^  CI(. - I^)
the relations referred to the delta side can be obtained 
from (186) and (188) as follows:
Va
' ; f  (Vg - V(,)
Vc = ;|r(Vc - V*) . (6.18 9)
and
:a
h  =  V  *
Ic “ ' (6.190)
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Relations (6.186), (6.188),(6.189), and (6.190) show
the co-relation between the transformer two sides in
1
per unit bases, i.e. the factor ( ) is retained to
relate the two sides under the same per unit base applied 
on a three phase system.
6.3.2 Symmetrical components foim derivation:
Similar to the phase co-ordinate derivation, a method 
can be obtained as follows:
a. referring to (6.178) the admittance may be taken 
common from the R.H.S. and transferred to the 
L.H.S, as impedance.
b. the whole relations may be treated as (6.184)
}
for instantaneous values,
c. the star side zero sequence may be removed and 
treated separately. The delta side zero sequence 
has zero values and is eliminated.













and pi -i + r.i. )t X
(6.192)










= - I .identity
M.
12 à















= - M -1
12
I.identity
In the above relations, the currents on the star side 
are opposite to those in equation (6.178) in order to 
allow for currents leaving the star side.
6.3.2.1 Properties of the new form:
a. The whole matrix possesses the singularity of the 
nodal admittance matrices but the submatrices may 
be manipulated.
b. The simplicity of the relations makes any unknown 
easy to evaluate from the other knowns.
c. the multiplication of the two submatrices M and
^12
M. is an identity matrix with a negative sign.
21
d. The same phase co-ordinate relations (6.185,188,189, 
190) may be obtained. This can be shown for phase 
(a) which is obtained from the sequence relations
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of (6.191) as follows;
ZI. = M V, + M V. 
*12 ®11 *12 -12 &12
Hence, V, = -M  ̂ (M V, - ZI, ) (6,193)
*12 12 ^11 12 12
= -M, (V. + ZI )
®21 12 *12
V. =  -  -  (a^-1) (V. + ZI, )
*1 /I *1 *1
V. = - - ta-1) (V, + ZI.)
^2 /3 - 2 . 2
therefore,
V. = - ((V, + Z I J  - (V̂ , + ZI*)) (6,194)j c a z y g zig
where.
V. - ' V  • V. ,
''a  ■ \  - •  A  .1 . 1  o
Vb = + "V + V,. .
1 2 O
similarly for I^ and Ig.
For open circuit condition I^ = Ig = I^ = 0 and equation 
(6.194) will be identical to equation (6,189).
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6,3.3 Symmetrical Components (sequence circuit
method):
In chapter (4) equation (4,119) and appendix ”A ” equation 
(A.25) shown that for the case of an alternator in which 
a mutual coupling between the positive and negative 
sequence circuits exists. Such phenomena makes the new 
method of transformer representation more effective because 
the common sequence circuit analysis for fault studies is 
based on diagonal form of matrices (see appendix (A)).
6.4 The generator and the generator transformer :
6.4.1 Steady state phasor diagram : v
Fig.(11) showsa combined phasor diagram for the machine 
and the A/X transformer. The transformer internal drops
are taken into account as well as the nominal 30° shift.
A complete 3-phase representation for the transformer 
is shown while the a-phase of the delta side is used 
to develop the Q-axis of the machine.
The following are shown in the diagram':
a. the angle is the power factor at the
star side bus bar.
b. the angle is the power factor at the
delta side bus bar which is, in our study, 
the machine terminals.




Fig*(11) Per unit phasor diagram for a salient pole 
machine and A/X generator transformer 
combination;
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Ü, the magnetizing component is ignored, 
e , the resultant per unit voltage on the delta 
side is drawn equal in magnitude to the star 
sid.e resultant voltage [see relations [6.189) 
where = - Vg) i.e. | v j  =(v^| = l Vg|
per unit in the steady state).
6,4.2 Derivation for the " method for the
generator and the Ydll generator transformer.
6.4,2.1 General Form:
From the transformer realtions (6.184) we can get:
)
= ” 21®X + ^22®A» (6.195)
and
From the machine relations (2,1) we have:
®A “ P'*'a ■ ^^A (6.196)
Substituting (6.196) into (6.195) we get,
ft^A ^ ^tP^A ° ^21®X " ^ 2 2 ^ P ^  - riA^ (6.197)
The above relation may be written as,
p(^t^A ■ ^'22^^A,f) ° ^21®X -(ft ^ '̂‘22’̂ ^^a C6.19S)
whëre is substituted by p(Li^,^), the suffix
(A,f) is to illustrate the inclusion of rotor circuit 
relations on the A-side,
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and L^pi^ is replaced by p(L^i^).
Now,
M2iex --1 1 0*
0 -1 1
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■ 2 1 1L^+-|(Ls+M) +I^cos2 0 ~^(Lg+M)+Lj^cos (20-120) -i(L+M>»-L^os (20 + 120)
—^(Lg+M) +I^cos (20-120) L^+-^(L^/I) + L^os (20€2O) — -*L̂  cos2 0

















The complete voltage equations can be written as,
P \  = - h ]  -(ft *  + |f(fb + fc)
%  = - ^ ( ® B  - ®C^ -(ft + #f)ib + &f(ic + V
P V  = - J ( ® C  - -(ft + §f)ic + |f(fa + ip)
P^fd ®fd *  ffd^fd
P^kd = 0 + f k d H d
It should be noted that in developing the above equations, 
the voltages are those on the star side and the currents 
are those on the delta or machine side.
Now, for evaluating e^ and i^ we have to use the original 
transformer relations in two steps as follows:
a. From the ’’AH'” method, i^ is obtained after each step, 
hence ”Ai^” may be obtained from - i^^^
from which relation (6,195) is satisfied and ê  
may be obtained,
b.' Once e^ is obtained the rest of relations [6,184) 
may be obtained as;
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,)^t C6.201)
It should be noted that the above two steps may be 
added to the four orders of the Runge-Kutta# i'However 
for reasons of economy this need not be done, if as 
is usual interest centres on the currents and voltages 
on the star side only.
6.4.2.2 Fault studies on the transformer star side :
(reduced form from the general case) :
In this case the system on the delta side is always of such 
balance that + e^ = 0, i^ + i^ + i^ = 0, Hence the
M 22 Matrix will turn out to be identity matrix and (6.198) 
will become,
P -LiA,f] ° ” 21®X -Ot+f)iA (6.202),
and the machine equations become :
1P'̂ b " (eg-e^) - (r^+r)ib
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where, 
P '7a' = P ^t ^aa ^ab ^ac ”^a£ ■^akd ~^akq
""b ^ba ^t ^bb ^bc “H f • H k d "^bkq
Y




L.+L +L cos20 -M+L cos (20-120) -M+L cos(20 + 120)L o III III 111
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•M+L cos(20+120) -M+L^cos20 L.+L +L cos(20-120)m m t s m
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All rotor relations are kept similar to equation (2.17). 
Furthermore all types of fault on the star side may be 
initially treated by substituting for e^, e^, e^, using 
appropriate values,, (see appendix B) , together with 
the corresponding transformer phase-shift.
Retaining the machine axes as reference, the "Ydll” 
transformer will have the following voltages on the star 
side :
®A = - W  - S- "/6)
" ■ ®max - « - n/6 - 2 |)
sinCUpt -  &  -  H/6 t 2 t6.204)
Since the formulation of (6,203) will give the A-side 
currents, the X-side currents may be obtained as follow;
From equation (6.184) we can substitute for e^ to obtain 
X " ^11®X ™ l Z ^ à  “’̂ 12^21®X
but = -lidentity' ” 12^21 = -M22(f^® original)
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Hence, for phase ”A ” it follows;
-|(®a " ®B + ®C) + U a  - fc)
but, e p -Zi^ (from the sequence relations (6,192)) 
^  X
Hence - ![)
similarly, ig = i. + - i ) (6.205)
“ °X /3 ® ^ ^
1 io, - S )^ °X /3
then, i may be solved separately as follows:
°X
-  (ft + LtP)lo, =A X
Since, in our case, the star side is the infinite bus 
and e represents the zero sequence voltage at the
A
point of fault, it is a sinusoidal quantity with the 
following zero sequence current solution.
f -i^t




^  = tan'l L^/r^
^max °max^/^ + (p,u. values)
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The solution is true for the two earth faults under 
Study, The only difference between L-G and LL-G faults 
will be the sign of i
^max
Also it should be noted that this solution is valid 
for both direct fault studies (e.g. if swings are taken 
into account) and studies using the superposition theorem. 
This may be seen from the assumption of prefault balanced 
conditions, i.e. fault) “ zero, hence with the
definition of infinite bus eofpogtfault) = ®o^ ®
where e^ - - e^ , the sign is according to the type
m 2
of fault (see appendix "B”) ,
It might also be worth-while to mention that the transient 
zero sequence component might vanish in two cases:
1. if Tr/2i.e . the (X/r) ratio is very hig^, 
a sinusoidal current waveform remains.
2. if X = 6 + 0 +n/6, only the steady state component 
is left.
6.4,3 Derivation of the "AY” method for the generator
and the generator transformer with symmetrical 
components (frequency domain approach):
It was shoivn in Chapter "4" that the frequency domain 
method is applied in conjunction with the superposition
theorem. The implementation of fault studies utilising
superposition is discussed in appendix ”B” , and it is 
shown that fault studies require the superimposed
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voltages at the point of fault. It follows that 
it is necessary to do a pre-fault calculation to 
determine the superimposed voltages required,
6,4.3.1 Fault studies on the transformer star side:
In this case a general form for the generator and the 
transformer may be obtained:
a. From relations (4,119) the frequency domain relations 
for the machine^which is on the A-side of the transformer, 
may be reduced to the positive and negative sequence 
relations as,
[•*-] = D E "a i ,2F G L J (6,207)
where all the parameters are functions of the 
corresponding frequencies in equation (4.119),
b. From relation (6,191) the corresponding sequence 
quantities in their shifted frequency domainare easy to 



















and from equation (6,192) the star side zero sequence 
relations are,
(6.209) .
c . From equation (6,207), e. may be deduced as a rela
1,2
tion involving e. and i as follows:
\ 2  ^^1,2










>1 ■ “ " ' V S *
where the above relations are deduced in a similar manner 
to relations (6.180) and (6.182).
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d, expand 0X2 are to be used as the superimposed voltages 
at the point of fault. Similar relations to (4,118) -
t = M è, ofare tabulated in (6.212) where e. ̂ « x-.Ai,Z S 21 A,^2
relation (6.210). In relations (6,212) the machine 
axes are taken as reference and the star side voltages 
are then lagging the machine terminal voltages by 
(n/6) as discussed before,
e. the zero sequence current of the X-side is 
calculated separately in the frequency domain.
f , Using the same technique as in chapter 3, the inversion 
to the time domain is obtainable and, in turn, the
phase value relations are, '
f,1 the delta side output currents:
"a = "a , + "A,
i = ai, + a^i, (6.213)
c *1 *2
f ,2 the star side currents:





^xi - ® ^ai
and ij2 = (6.215)
the above relations can easily be obtained from 



















































6.5 Extension for the transformer représentâtion
using different frames of reference :
Relation (6.184) may be written as,
(rt+LtP)
0 - 1 0
- J 3 0 0 0
0 0 1
(6,216)
the above relation can be written in a simple 
form as.





where each of the components in equation (6.217) refers 
to the similar part in equation (6.216).
6.5.1 The sequence method in the frequency domain : 
Relation (6.216) maybe directly rewritten using the 
appropriate shifts needed for the machine frequency domain 
analysis (relation 4.117), as follows:
14 3
















L ^A ° -*
(6.218)
The analytic method of deducing the above relation is
obtained by multiplying positive and negative sequence
currents by e ^^o^ and e^^o^ in turn. Each row of the
matrix C,  ̂ will obviously be multiplied by the XA
corresponding multiplier. It will, then, be seen
from the nature of C.  ̂ that the new co-efficient
multipliers can be incorporated with the voltage vector to leave
C-, 9 unchanged.XA
6.5.2 The forward and backward renresentation:
This may be obtained by two approaches, The first can be 
obtained from equation (6.215) incorporating the above 



















" " "  ["'vJ- ti.z.,1
from equation (2.32),





0 =w t+X o




= P iL J
-^2 ~-^B-
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where H -jo 0
0 e-
Hence u s i n g a  similar approach as in equation [6.175) 
we get.







then it will be found that.
1
* 11FB 1 0 1




6.5.3 The D,Q,0 representation : 

















































6.5.4 The =,6,o representation:
Use of either the dqo form with the conventional transform 
in equation (2.31) or using the sequence form with the 
transform in equation (2.33), yields the same d,q,o 
relation of equation (6.228) i.e.
(r^+L^p)
- r „  1 -i „ C „ e
A - L X̂ X





It should be noted that the zero sequence components 
are zero on the transformer A-side and are related 
in the same way for all the transformations discussed. 
Furthermore the sequence and the forward backward 
components are in complex form, while the dqo and a go 
transformations possess a real form. Also the complete 
transformer representation utilising nodal admittance 
methods involves a singular matrix. Hence all matrix 
analyses must only use the submatrices.
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Chapter "7**
The generator, generator transformer, and
transmission line;
7.1 Introduction:
Since the early 1960’s matrix analyses of transmission 
line transients has been extensively used. Wedepohl^^^^ 
et al developed a method by which account may be taken 
of the frequency variant nature of transmission line 
p a r a m e t e r s U r a m  and M i l l e r d e v e l o p e d  an 
approximate method of solution for transmission line 
transients using Laplace transforms. The latter technique 
was also used by R a m a m o o r t y et al in 1968, who combined 
a line model with a generator to illustrate the importance 
of representing the source accurately. Another approach 
was suggested by B a i s e r e t  al in 1974, and this made 
use of hybrid computer. The simulated system included 
the generator transformer but a poor simulation for the 
generator was used.
In this chapter we shall treat the transmission line using 
a simple short line representation having equal mutual 
inductances between phases and a more accurate distributed 
parameters model. The solution using the short line model 
is a c h W e d  in the time domain and the ’'AT" method discussed 
in the preceeding chapters is used to incorporate the 
generator. The distributed parameter line model is analysed 
using the frequency domain method of solution in the 
sequence component form achieved previously. The
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approximations of Uram and Miller for solving the 
distributed parameters line will be examined in the 
frequency domain. To complete the analysis, the 
transmission line will be fed by the generator through 
the generator A/X transformer, from one side, and an 
infinite bus from the other side. Faults will be 
considered on the infinite bus bar as discussed before, 
while the sending end voltages and currents will be 
traced.







Fig.(15a) time domain short line representation combined
















y  x,t )




Fig.(15.b) distributed parameter line representation
7.2 Short Line representation combined with the
generator and the generator transformer,
(Z- = f  1  and Y . , Y . Y are neglected)IjL 2^ Ol 1 ’ 2 ’ o
From appendix ”A" (Case(b) of section A.3.5.1) the sequence 
parameters are derived from the following phase co-ordinate 
matrix:
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Z s / P )  \ ( P )
\ ( P )
(7.230)
where Z (p) = + pL^,
and Z^^(p) = + pL^.
7.2.1 The time domain system representation:
Using the techniques developed in the preceeding chapter 
the required sequence to phase operational impedances 
o£ the transformer are (see appendix A section A.3.5.1),
(P) = (p) - Z^t^P) " Z^(p).
The operational impedances of the transmission line are.
Zi (p) = z, (p)
\  (P) = Zsl(p) + ZZra^Cp) (7.231)
Referring to fig.(15.a) the system voltage relations are:
a. Line equations
[®xl = [®i] ^ h ^ p j  ih] (7.232)




[v p J  [^x] = -[®x] ^ KzKJ 
K ( p ) ]  ['a ] = h i ï x ]  k ]
(7.232)
(7.234)
Substituting (7.232) into (7.233) we get
z^Cp ) ' k ( p ) ] k ] =  - t i ]  + k z ]
and (7.232) into (7.234) (7.235)
= - h l l k ]  ^ [zt(P)][iA] - U 2 i j k ( p ) ] [ i J
(7.236)
Thus, substituting (7.236) into (7.235) we get:
[Zt(p)] + [Zl(p)] - [ « 2 2 ] k H t x ]  = - b o j ]
[Mi2][Zt(p)][iA]
(7.237)
where '̂̂22 ~  ? ^91 shown in the previous chapter12 21
The above relation is similar to relation (6.205 ) which 
gives:
M  ° k j  + h 2 ] [ ^ A ] (7.238)
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Substituting (7.238) into (7.236) it follows:
k z H i J  -











The above equations are similar in form to those representing 
the machine and transformer considered in the previous 
chapter. A solution is obtained by adding the appropriate 
sequence parameters of the line to the machine and zero 
sequence equations.
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7.2.2 The frequency domain system representation:
Each of the foregoing equations may be transformed into 
the frequency domain and the methods applicable to the 
transformer outlinedin the previous chapter applied.
7.3. Distributed parameter representation for
transmission line :
7.3.1 The theory:
The transmission line voltage measured from the receiving
end varies from point to point along the line due to the
series voltage drop and it follows,
8 e '= z(p) • 8 X • i (7.241)
where
z(p) = r + pi, and is the operational impedance . 
r,i are the resistance and inductance per unit 
length of the line •
The current (i) at any point also varies on account of 
the shunt current. The shunt current results from shunt 
voltage (e) being impressed on the shunt capacitance and 
resistance. It follows;
8i = y(p).9x.e (7.242)
where y(p)= g+pc, is the shunt operational admittance 
per unit length of the line. The apparent shunt
conductance g is the result of the combined effects of 
leakage current through the insulation and over its surface, 
dielectric loss, and corona. However the shunt conductance of 
power transmission linesis very small and maybesafely neglected.
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Now referring to fig.(15.b) the transmission line parameters 
are presented in terms of seqaence components which 
is often the case in practice. Applying Kirchoff's laws 









-  K  Labc
and








Zo Cp )-z^(p ) 7'o (p )+2z ^(p ) z^(p )-2^(p )





9e(x,t) "9e^(x,t) 9 %  Cx,t) 9e^(x,t)
t
. 9t , abc . 9t 9t 9t 9
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3i(x,t) ib(x.t) iç(x,t)
3X abc 3X 3X 3X ■
and
L Jab,
1 1 1 1 1 4. 2 
S  ^ 1 *̂ 0 '̂ 1 *̂ 1
the above relations between phase and sequence parameters 
are considered in some detail inappendix A(equation A.22)
Equations (7.243 and 244) represent the rate of change 
of voltage and current with respect to distance and it 
is evident that the two form a set of simultaneous 
differential equations in e and i. It can also be seen 
that an equation in one unknown can be found by 
differentiation with respect to % and substituting :
From equation (7.243);
3^e(x.t) z (P) 9i(x,t)
- 3x^ - L 9xabc abc abc
(7.245 )
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and similarly differentiating (7.244):
^ ] -  [ y ( P ) ]
3e(x , t )
abc abc
substituting (7.244) into (7.245) we get
.1= FzCp)! [yCp)l r®Cx.t)




and (7.243) into (7.246) we get:
F y ( p ) l  [ z ( p ) l  [ i ( x , t ) l
Jabc'- -'abc L -'abc  ̂ -" abc ,
(7.248) ^
Equations (7.247) and (7.248) are the well known partial 
differential equations of the transmission lines. The 
solution of such equations suggests diagonalizing the 
products [ Z(p)j [y(p)l and [y(p)] [Z(p)] This may
be done by finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
appropriate to, each product and applying the theory of matrix 
functions to yield a phase co-ordinate set of equations.
However the alternative method here investigated in which 
the symmetric component method is applied, can be used 
provided transposition of the line conductors is assumed.
In the case of untransposed lines the necessity for 
computing eigenvalues can not be avoided even if the 
symmetric component transfom is then used, (see appendix A, 3 6.2)
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7.3.2 The frequency domain solution using the 
symmetrical component transform;
Applying the transforms in appendix A(A.3.2) to equations 
(7.243) and (7.244) and then further transforming these 
into the frequency domain we obtain;










l . p .
(7.250)
where,






































I  = z^(a))y^(o3)
The solution to equation (7.251) is of the form:
e^(x.w) = cosh «^x + K20 sinh '^x
ei(x,w) = cosh + ^21 sinh "^X
02(x,w) = K^2 cosh «^x + ^22 sinh "̂ X
(7.253)






(K^Q sinh «^x + cosh =^x)20
“1
Y i M
(K^i sinh =^x + "̂ 21 cosh = x)
(K22 sinh ( = 2% + ^22 cosh *^x)
(7.254)
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7.3.2.1 Evaluation of the relations for different types
of fault :
Substituting X = o in equation (7.253):
^10 0^(0,w)
K^2 - ^^(Opw)
K22 = 02(0 ,0)) (7. 255)
At X = ^ let 0^ = , 02 -
using equations (7.253) and (7.255):
^20 " Ce^ (̂£,o)) - e^(0 ,o)) cosh 0^)/sinh 0^
K,2i = (ê (jg ,0)) - 62(0 ,0)) cosh 02)/sinh 02
^22 " (e^(^,w) - 02(0 ,0)) cosh 02)/sinh 02
(7.256)
Hence rearranging equation (7.253) we get:
(x,w) = e (f,w)(sinh=^x/sinh0 )+e (0 ,w)(Cosh= x~Coth0 sinh* x) o 0 o o o o o 0
(7.257)
Now substituting for and K2Q in .(7.254) we obtain:




A t  Y = i the above relation becomes:
where Z^Cw) = z^Cw)
Similarly for e (j?,w) and
In other words the sequence impedances of a distributed 
line model are g(w) tanh D/Q0q]L2 ^^ile the sequence 
voltages at the fault point is modified by the factor 
(sech 0)oi2*
Also the vector (e Ci,‘*^))oi2 seen to correspond to 
the sending end sequence voltages. ^
Hence for fault studies,equation (7.259) may be 






L J L Joi2
where





















the above matrix is the previously mentioned 
modification factor in respect of the fault voltages.
7.3.3 The generator, generator-transformer, 
and transmission line combination:
Equations (7.261) or (7.262) enable the transmission 
line to be treated in a similar manner to that 
suggested in relation to the more approximate short 
line model. The impedance matrixj^A^may be taken as 
the ordinary line sequence impedance matrix, and 
may be connected to the generator and generator- 
transformer in the manner discussed previously.
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It will be recalled from chapter (4) that the analysis of 
the synchronous generator in the frequency domain requires 
the use of frequency shifts constants and these must 
therefore be applied also to the line and transformer 
equations before the anlysis may be completed.
Matrix A is therefore modified to become:ÎaJ 
= Z (w) • tanhG (w)/G (w)
^hl^^*^o) ~ Z^Cw+Wg) tanhG^ Cw+o)^)/0 (w+w^)




Z ^ i u i + u i ^ )  = &2 + j(ü)+ü)^)L2
Zz^w-w^) = + j(a)-(D^)L2
GlCw+w^) = ^(R^+j (w+w^)!^] (ui+u)^)C2
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j Cw-cü^)!^) j (w-o)^)C2
It should be noted that the line parameters taken for the 
purpose of evaluating the transmission constants are 
applicable to the whole line length.
7.3.4 The Uram and Miller time domain method:
7.3.4.1 Technique of the process :
This approximate method is well known and has been used 
for both fault and switching surge s t u d i e s . ^  The 
method utilizes the Laplace transform time delay function 
and this can be seen by rearranging relations (7.253) and
(7.254): i
[ e ( x , s ) ]  = F k . ( s ) l  r e " * ( s ) x |  , [ ”^ ( 5 ) 1
h i a  oi2 "oi2 o i r  o:
(7.264)
where
and similarly for k^^Cs), k22(s) and k 22(s) k^^fs)!
The same approach is adopted in deriving the current relations









B 2j(s) = k 2i(s) e








kgiCs) = e 1




Relations (7.265) and (7.266) possess decaying exponentials 
and the Laplace time delay pairs are clearly applicable. 
Having defined the fundamentals of the method the following 
seeps are reached:
1. At X = 0 equation (7.264) reduces to,
e(0 ,s) k, (s) + k,(s) (7.267)
012 0I2 L 012[‘







where A^^Cs) = k^g(s)e
A i 2(s ) = kj,2Cs)e
3. The exponential forms of equations (7.265) and (7.266) 
behave similarly to the following Laplace pairs:
e-ToS
Where T^ is the time by which the travelling wave needs 
to travel from the point of fault to the other end of 
the line (the relaying point). This time may be 
determined from the velocity of propagation which is 
easy to find as 1 / y ^  (usually taken as the velocity of
light 3 X 10^ m/s).
It is also obvious that the time function of the pair 
(7.269) will be zero until the time T^ reached. Hence 
having found the boundary conditions, the prefault steady 
state will last until T^ is reached. During that time the 
response of the delayed function (will be seen later) can 
be traced and stored on an incremental basis (At) and then 
after T^ second these values can be used for the next 
T^ lapse of time.
This process will be reapeated throughout the observation time
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The above can be illustrated from Fig. (16) which shows
the property of the Laplace delayed function where for
time "t” greater than ”T " the function g(t) exhibits0
V —  Mthat value, which it would have had Io seconds earlier, 
were there no delay. Thus the negative exponential is 
to shift the response to the right along the time axis 
as illustrated. With this process the corresponding time 
domain exponential terms (after the approximation given belbw) 
will become,
R /c _ / o
(t) = e ^^10
Ro
■  2 / i ;
Similarly for the other sequence components a^^, 
^21' ^22*
7.3.4.2 The approximations necessary: 
The two major approximations are:
1. The characteristic impedances are:
z_ (s) = / ^ £ _  £ ^ (7 .2 6 8 )
o V y„(s)
= ■ / ? :
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2. The propagation constants are
a^(s) = OgCs)
(7.269).
The latter is used to evaluate equation (7.267), where the 
pairs from relation (7.269) are,
A i q (s ) 1c^q (s ) e
r /c I ,
-Î f i - K - jV
r /c
s - f / V f
m




Fig. (16) typical time delay function
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Similarly for A^^(s), A^2 (s), and k2i(s), k 22(s).
Also the functions k^^Ct-T^), b^gCt-T^), k^^(t-T^)...
etc , may be found from (7. 264, 267,268) aftei applying the
approximations of (7.275) shown below.
The extent of the above approximations may be established
by substituting equations (7.268) and (7.269) directly
into equation (7.261) where becomes ,0(w)
and tanh 8(w) becomes tanhG(w) modified. A similar 
procedure must, of course be applied to the [̂bJ matrix 
of relation (7. 262), .
7.3.5 The initial conditions for the distributed line
parameter model fprefault steady state condtition) : 
In the steady state case, a transposed line will possess only 
positive sequence components and in accordance with the 
previous theory,
e(x,w) = e(o,w) Cosh + ^21 sinh=^x
i(x,w) = ^(e(o,w) sinh=^x + ^21 cosh=^x ) 
1
At X = o , the above gives, -
(7.271)
“lk = i(o,w) (7.272)
21 ^1
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Re-arranging equation (7.271) and denoting the sending 
end with the suffix (s) and the fault point with the 
suffix (r) and using r.m.s. values together with the 
nominal frequency we get,
E = E Cosh J z 7  + /I If sinh /zŸ" s r * j Y  1 V
I g = Ij. C o s h / T T  + y |  E ^ s i n h / 7 f
(7.273)
Hence the sending end voltages and currents (E^,I^) may 
be calculated from and as too may the prefault 
variations on the primary of the generator transformer.
7.4. Evaluating the system dC|0 operational impedances in 
the frequency domain.
When connecting the machine to an external network, relationship 
(5.150) does not apply in that form. In the following 
procedure we shall obtain the system operational impedances 
as %dq(w), Zqg(w). In other words they
will not be as the conventional machine operational impedances 
L^((u), and Lq(w) of equation (5.145).
Referring to equation (7.260) the transformer can be added and 








> A f “ )
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It should be noted that in the above relationship epj(w) 
and egj(üj) include the correction factors of [ b ] matrix 
in equation (7.260) and the modification needed for the 
X/A transformation as discussed previously. ZpCw+w^) and 
ZpCw-w^) are the additions Of the transformer and transmission 
line, impedances.
Transforming the above equation to the dqo using a similar 




















Also the transformer de Ita-side represents the machine ̂ and 
from equation (5,145) we have,
















“ (X(üj) + w^Lf^tw) )
-(r+R(w) + jw{ (w)) 4
7.5 Summary
1. A new method for the analysis of machine/transformer/line 
combination is developed in which the line is approximated
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by its series impedance. This method cannot however reveal 
the travelling wave components which occur under faulted 
conditions on transmission lines, but provided the line is 
short these may for some purposes be ignored because thev 
are very rapidly attenuated.
2. A new method of analysing the transmission line is 
developed. It is inherently more accurate than the approach 
developed by Uram and Miller since losses are not neglected. 
Another advantage of the new technique is that it is possible 
to take account of the frequency variant nature of 
transmission line p a r a m e t e r s ^  which have recently been 
shown to affect significantly fault transient waveforms-
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Chapter 8 
Results, discussion and future work
8.1 Introduction
For studying systems containing short and/or long transmission
lines,a600 MVA turboalternator is chosen and connected to
its separate banked generator transformer (Ydll, 432/22kV).
The turboalternator whose X, / X is analysed in a similard q
manner to the salient pole machine discussed in the preceeding 
chapters. The system parameters are given in appendix ”E", 
while the prefault loading condition is assumed to be at 
full load, unity power factor and one per unit voltage at 
the infinite busbar.
Since the object of this study is to incorporate a distri­
buted parameter line with the machine to produce the actual 
current and voltage waveforms at the relaying point, fault 
analysis using Fourier transforms are studied using two 
different lengths of time, 20 and 200 m.s. (1 and 10 cycles).
The 20 m.s. studies contain a frequency spectrum corresponding 
to 0 - 12.5 KHz (At = 0.08 m.s.), while the 200 m.s. frequency 
spectrum corresponds to 0 - 1.25 KHz (At = 0.8 m.s.). These 
show.the actual contents in the firSt cycle and the system 
waveforms after a sufficient period. The study is mainly 
performed for a 160 Km, 400 kV single circuit transmission 
line. In addition, results for an 80 Km line are compared 
with those obtained from the time domain approach which neglects 
the line shunt admittances.
Furthermore,results will be shown for the machine operational
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impedances X (w)) when connected to the external
distributed parameter system and this shows that it is now 
possible to evaluate, analytically, the operational impedances 
of the complete system in the frequency domain.
Apart from the above system studies using the frequency 
domain, two other cases are studied in the time domain. The 
first case is for an under-excited alternator where faults at 
a distance of 3 Km from the generator transformer are considered 
This shows the severe d.c. component which is observed nowadays 
in very large machines. Such conditions would delay the zero 
crossing of the faulty phase current which in turn can affect 
the operation of certain protective equipment. A case of 20*̂  
leading power factor, 1.065 p.u. voltage and full load at the 
infinite busbar is studied (those correspond to 11° leading 
power factor, 1.02 p.u. voltage, at the machine terminals).
The second case is a no-load case for faults at the machine 
terminals where the infinite busbar is assumed. These results 
are compared with those obtained using conventional methods 
given in Chapter 5.
To complete the study some comparisons of the computing storage 
and times applicable to the various methods considered is 
given,and the new techniques in particular are shovm to be very 
efficient from this point of view.
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8.2 The sending end currents and voltages of 160 Km
distrdbuted parameter line (results of the X and A 
sides of the transformer)
8.2.1. 20 m. s. tracing using a'̂ fr'equency-range O' - 12.5 KHz
and At = 0.08 m.s.
(a) 5-phase fault
The test is made to develop maximum current offset with 
the a-phase. The fault inception angle which produces 
maximum current offset will in turn produce the minimum 
distortion in the same phase (the choice of the inception 
angle is given later in the discussion). The converse can 
be seen with the other phases where nearly maximum distortion 
is developed due to the phase angle difference (±120°) with 
the a-phase.
The current waveforms for the transformer star and delta 
sides are shown in Fig. (17.a), while the X-side voltages 
are in Fig. (17.b). It is obvious that when transforming 
the star-side voltages to the delta-side, the three phase 
voltages will become almost equally disturbed. This is shown 
in Fig. (17.c). Also it should be noted that the delay in 
receiving the first distortion for any of the phases is due 
to the velocity of propagated travelling wave. This matter 
will be discussed later with the discussion in this chapter.
A comparison between our accurate method and Uram and Miller 
approximate method is shown in Fig. (17.b) which showed very 
close results due to the 50 Hz parameters assumed in this 
study.
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(b) Line to ground faulty (a^g)
For maximum current offset with the faulty phase, the results 
of Fig.(18.a,b,c) are obtained which show minimum 
distortion. Since the line is assumed transposed and 
the fault is applied at the infinite busbar, it can be 
seen from Fig.(18.b) that similar distortion is superimposed 
on the healthy phases (b and c). Since the latter currents 
are not expected to be found on the output from the 
transformer delta side, it can be seen from Fig.(18.c) that 
the b-phase voltage is completely smooth because it is equal 
to °cA^ Also in Fig. (18.b) the method of Uram
and Miller is compared and it shows close agreement with 
the results obtained from the accurate method.
}
(c) The line to line to ground fault (b-c-g)
The inception angle is the same as that used in the previous 
case. Certainly the angle which develops maximum current 
offset in the a-phase for line to ground discussed fault also 
produces almost maximum distortion in the present case. This 
can be seen in Fig.(19.a,b,c). A minimum distortion is 
expected in the transformer a-phase voltage on the star-side. 
This is due to the zero sequence current (Fig.(19.b)). The 
transformer delta-side phases (Fig.(19.c)) are all distorted.
(d) Line to line fault (b-c)
Using the same 3-phase fault inception angle discussed above
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the results are shown in Fig.(20.a,b,c). in the 
faulty phases where the superimposed currents are almost 
equal and opposite, have equal and opposite 
distortion on the transformer star-side voltages. As 
expected a smooth a-phase voltage on the transformer star 
side is observed. The primary distortions of the b- and c- 
phases will produce the higher distortion on the delta-side 
b-phase (e^^ = which is observed in Fig. (20. c)
8.2.2. 200 m.s. tracing using a frequency range 0 - 1.25 KHz
and At = 0.8 m.s.
As was discussed in the introduction, the object of this test, 
is to show the shape of the voltages and currents after several 
cycles. It should be noted that in the present study the 
initial response does not contain the degree of definition 
obtained at 12.5 KHz. This is due to the fact that some 
travelling waves are missing because of the large time step 
observed (0.8 m.s.) which is longer than the time to take 
for a wave to travel the 160 Km assumed transmission line.
It should be borne in mind that the frequency range is the 
reciprocal of the time step used in the fast Fourier transform. 
However this matter will be discussed later in the discussion. 
Three-phase fault and line to ground fault results are given 
in Fig.(21.a,b,c) and (22.a,b,c) respectively. The results are 
for maximum current offset in the a-phase and they show the 
gradual attenuation of distortion. Another case is considered 
in Fig.(23.a,b,c) for a line to ground fault with an inception 
angle necessary for maximum distortion. Figures(22.b) and
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(23.b) may be compared to show the existence of voltage 
distorted waveforms after the tenth cycle ;
8.3 Study on an 80 Km transmission line
8.3.1. Phase Coordinate time domain approach to incorporate 
swing equations
(a) The rotor angle "6** curves for the different types of 
fault
Fig.(24) shows the rotor angle variations for each type of
fault shown in Figures (25.a,b,c,d), It is obvious that the
amount of load angle variation for both back and front swings
varies with the type of fault. The largest imbalance between
(72)input and output power clearly occurs for 3-phase faults^ ,
and this accounts for the larger swings encountered in this 
case. With the considered prefault condition, the line to 
ground has produced a slight increase in the rotor angle 
followed by a slight back swing and finally the normal 
continuous increase for sustained faults. Figures (25.a,b,c,d) 
show the transformer two ̂ sides output currents for the 
various faults.
(b) Comparison between fault current waveforms when 
incorporating swings (i.e. 6(t)) and using the super­
position theorem (i.e. iS = constant)
Figures (26.a,b) show the differences observed when taking 
into account the load angle variations. It is clear that the
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differences introduced by applying the method of superposition 
depend on the type of fault as may be seen from the load 
angle variation given in Fig.(24). However, even with the 
maximum deviation of Fig.(26.a), the first three cycles are 
almost identical and it follows that the frequency domain 
method of solution employing superposition gives sufficient 
accuracy for the first few cycles.
8.3.2 A line to ground fault example for a distributed 
parameter line model 
Figures (27.a,b,c) and (28.a,b,c) show results for maximum 
current offset, i.e. minimum distortion. It is clear that 
the inclusion of line shunt admittances does not significantly 
affect the current waveforms for the considered line length, 
and in turn the results in Fig.(27.a) are almost identical 
to those obtained in Fig.(25.b). However, there is more 
distortion on the voltages as shown in Figures (27.b,c) and 
( 2 8 . b , c ).
8.4 Obtaining the machine operational impedances in the 
frequency domain
8.4.1 A model of a machine and infinite busbar 
Knowing the sequence operational impedances Lĵ (o)) and [^(w) 
introduced in Chapter (5) equation (5.14 7), the direct and 
quadrature operational impedances are obtainable by the 
relationships (5.150). L^(oj) and Lq(w) are in fact the 
frequency spectrum of equations (5.130) and (5.150). Using
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a frequency range of 0 - 1.25 KHz, Figures (29.a,b) show 
the frequency spectrum of L^(u)) and which are
obtained from the spectrum of L^(w) and L2 (oj) shown in 
Figures (29.c,d), The produced direct and quadrature 
variations agree closely with those obtained by references 
(51,82). However, in past studies the interest was primarily 
in the variation of operational values to take account of 
small changes in speed due to power swing. Here the 
variation is taken over a considerably larger frequency 
range to produce a more realistic machine simulation in 
which account may be taken of the large range of frequency 
disturbances due to travelling waves.
In the results shown, consideration should be given to the 
a-factor of the modified Fourier transform (i.e. w-»(w-ja))in 
which a in this case is equal to 22.5.
8.4.2 A model of a machine and system incorporating transformer 
and distributed parameter line.
Figures (30.a,b,c,d,e) and (31.a,b,c,d,e) are the complete 
system operational impedances as introduced in Chapter (7) 
equation (7.278). The two sets of results are for the 
frequency ranges 0 - 12.5 KHz and 0 - 1.25 KHz. Fig.(30.a) 
shows the effect of the function tanh e / e  on the spectrum 
which produced the repetition of laps with the increase of 
frequency. This can be seen when comparing that figure which 
uses 0.- 12.5 KHz range to Figure (31,a) which uses 0 - 1.25 KHz 
range. The movement of the impedance characteristic into 
the upper half of the complex plane in Fig. (31.a) occurs 
due to the use of the modified Fourier transform a-factor
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which in this case is 6.5 while it is 200 for the 0 - 12.5 KHz 
range considered for Fig.(30.a). Also it is clear from 
Figures (30.a) and (30.b) that the direct and quadrature ;
system impedances are almost identical, which is due to the 
influence of the transmission line upon the machine. Similar 
results are obtained from Figures (31.a) and (31.b). Figure 
(30.c) shows the influence of the transmission line on the 
mutual impedance between the two quadrature axes compared to 
that obtained from Fig. (30.b) of the machine only. It can also 
be observed that the difference between figures (30.c) and (31.c) 
is the a-factor and the integrating frequency step which is 
large enough to miss some points. Finally the mutual positive 
to negative sequence impedances in Figures (30.e) and (31.e) 
are similar because the considered transposed transmission line 
and the transformer have no coupling between their sequence 
components and hence both figures show the same machine sequence 
mutual couplings.
8.5 The behaviour of the 600 MVA underexcited alternator 
for various types of fault at 3 Km distance from the 
generator transformer 
With the initial conaitions specified for this case in the 
introduction of this chapter, the results for the transformer 
star and delta output currents are traced for several type 
of faults and are given in Figures(32.a,b,c). For more 
details the star side a-phase current of the 3-phase and line
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to ground faults are given in Figures (32.d,f), while the 
b-phase current of the line to line to ground is given in 
Fig.(32.e). The delays for the first zero crossing are,
3-phase fault 250 m.s.
LL - G fault 75 m.s.
L - G fault 40 m.s.
It should be borne in mind that the above delays are obtained 
considering zero arc fault resistance. Fig.(32.g) shows the 
corresponding load angle variation for the above discussed 
fault conditions. Similar characteristics for the early back 
swings to that of Fig.(24) occurred but these have not been 
magnified on plots shown.
8.6. Faults on the generator terminals for no-load prefault 
conditions
8.6.1. Comparison between the accurate methods (A^,Ai, and 
Fourier transform using symmetrical component) and 
the conventional formula given by Adkins for 3-phase 
fault applied to 600 MVA alternator
Fig.(33) shows a comparison of the results of the Adkins 
formula and the accurate methods, which all give identical 
results. As was shown in Chapter(5) the Adkins formula was 
obtained after a series of approximations which are invalid when 
considering very large machine designs
8.6.2. Fault studies for a 30 MVA machine
Figures (34.a,b,c,d) show the results of different faults which
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can be obtained from any of the numerical methods discussed. 
For the 3-phase fault of Fig.(34.a) identical results are 
obtainable from Adkin's formula (see Chapter 5). The other 
faults given in Figures (34.b.c.d) showed very close results 
from those obtainable by the a, 3, 0 conventional formulae 
providing the comparisons neglect the currents in the 
healthy phases. Finally Figures (35.a,b,c,d) are for the 
conventional fault formulae for 2 seconds duration.
8.7 Comparison the computer storage and time for____
the phase coordinate method using the Runge-Kutta 
technique and the solution with symmetrical component 
using the Fast Fourier Transform technique
8.7.1. Generator fault analyses considering constant rotor 
angle
The work has been carried out using an ICI. 4-50 computer. 
Only two IBM standard programmes are used as subroutines for 
the main programmes. These are the Gauss elimination (GELG) 
and the matrix inversion (CMINV) which is a modified (MINV) 
for complex matrices. The following two cases are studied 
for an observation time of 0.2 seconds.
(a) Obtaining all the stator and rotor currenIs
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0.4 500 138 264 512 -2.5 
+ 2.5
218 376
0.5 400 130 225 Can not be done for the same 
sampling frequency
0.8 250 120 137 256 -1.25 
+ 1.25
162 185
1.0 200 116 109 Can not be done for the same 
sampling frequency
1.6 125 111 68 128 -0.625
+0.625
134 96
3.2 63 106 35 64 -0.312
+0.312
120 43
It should be noted that the phase coordinate approach is a 
direct real time solution while tlie symmetrical component 
and Fourier transform techniques are both complex methods of 
solution. In the above table it can be seen that the Runge- 
Kutta technique is economical but the benefit of the possi­
bility of applying a frequency dependent parameter is only 
gained by using the Fourier techniques.
(b) Reducing the impedance matrix from 6 x 6 to 5 x 3
in the frequency domain to obtain the stator currents only 
This method is not applicable to the phase coordinate method 
of analysis because of the complexity of the differential form. 
However, the reduction in the frequency domain using the
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symmetrical component is straight forward as discussed in 
the study. For the case of At = 0.8 m.s., N = 256 samples, 
and Af = 5 Hz, the computer storage is 132 blocks and the 
C.P.U. computing time is 46 seconds. Hence, if the only 
output needed is the stator currents, the Fast Fourier Transform 
method is more economical from the point of view of both 
storage and time.
8.7.2. Fault analyses for a system containing generator, 
generator transformer, and 80 Km transmission line 
(neglecting shunt admittances)
The outputs are calculated for the two transformer star 
and delta currents. Also in the following records the 
swing equations are taken into account (i.e. 6(t)) with the 
phase coordinate method.
(a) the Runge-Kutta technique
At = 0.8 m.s. N = 250 samples storage = 169 blocks
C.P.U. time = 154 seconds
(b) The Fast Fourier Transform technique (6 = constant)
At = 0.8 m.s. N = 256 samples frequency limits - ±1.25%
storage = 148 blocks C.P.U. time = 68 seconds
8.7.3. Fault analyses to include distributed line parameter 
study
The following results are only obtained from the Fast Fourier 
Transform method and it includes outputs for the transformer 
voltages and currents of the star and delta sides. The 
computing storage and time are the same when studying the
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waveforms during 20 m.s. or 200 m.s. This is true when 
choosing the time step as 0.08 or 0.8 m.s. while 
fixing the sampling to 256 samples. When this is done thé 
Fast Fourier technique changes the frequency limits from 
±12.5 KHz to ±1.25 KHz automatically and the only change 
required is the a-factor of the modified Fourier transform 
(see Appendix (C). -
The computing storage and time are
storage = 225 blocks C.P.U. time = 108 seconds
8.8. General discussion
8.8.1 The velocity of propagation and the choice of the 
numerical time step of integration 
In our study we considered a transposed transmission line 
which, to a good degree, entitles us to use the sequence 
approximate distributed parameters. Also we have only 
considered the nominal frequency parameters by which the 
transmission line has only possessed two propagation constants 
(the positive and the ‘Zero sequences). Neglecting line 
resistances the per unit time taken for a wave to propagate 
the length of the considered line is equal to /LC. Hence 
the positive and zero sequence times in seconds are,
/L^C/
t^ =  ----- = 0.55 m.s. for 160 Km1 Ü) o
t̂ . = --------= 0.84 m.s. for 160 Km
° “o
The above results show that the integration numerical time step
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should be less than 0.55 m.s. and hence the travelling 
wave will have sufficient time to be traced and recorded.
If higher time step is chosen missing waves will result, 
especially in the early stages. It should be noted that 
for larger observation times the travelling waves will 
be attenuated and a larger time step may be used. In this 
study as we have shown above we chose 0.08 m.s. step 
for tracing one cycle (20 m.s.) and 0.8 m.s. step for tracing 
10 cycles (200 m.s.). Such figures are chosen for reasons 
of economy which can be found when studying the Fast Fourier 
Transform.
8.8.2 The phenomena of maximum current offset at minimum 
distortion and vice versa 
For an R-L circuit the current waveform similar to that 
given in equation (6.206) is,
i = i (sin(t+X-9) - sin(X-e) e ^^^)max  ̂ ^
The maximum d.c. component may be obtained when X = 0 ± it/2.
Hence for earth faults when the faulty currents are related
to the zero sequence current, this angle is calculated and used
This can be seen from the approximate phasor diagrams in
appendix A where for L-G fault i^ = 3 i^, and for LL-G fault
2i, = -3a i and i = -3a i . In our study when theb o c o ^
machine and transformer angles are involved we have,
X = (5 + # + é + n/6) - tt/2s o
where,
(f)g is the angle of the infinite busbar with respect to
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transformer star side.
is the zero sequence impedance argument of 
the transformer and transmission line.
The prefault infinite busbar voltage of the a-phase 
referred to the machine no-load voltage reference is
e? = E sin(t+X-ô-Tr/6-(j) )I max  ̂ ^s
Hence considering the above angle at t = 0, it becomes;
®I = \ a x
In our study for 80 Km transmission line = 76^ and hence
the fault actually occurs at e = E sin(-14^) = -0.24 EL^^
' I max  ̂ max
For a distributed line parameter model a similar procedure 
is performed to include the effect of shunt admittances. The 
angle X obtained from the L*R circuit formula is used as it 
stands but and (|)̂ are calculated including the shunt 
admittances.
It is obvious that the waveform distortion is related to the 
transmission line configurations (shunt admittances) and the 
value of the voltage at the instant of the disturbance. Hence 
for low values of interrupted voltages, as introduced above, 
less distortion occurs and vice versa.
For symmetric faults it is obvious that maximum current offset 
should occur at maximum machine flux in the phase concerned. 
However it is found that the formula for the angle X given
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above can be used when substituting for <J>̂ by (j)̂ where
h  = + %Li)/(ra ^ + l i ) .  In our
Study the difference between the two offset values are . 
acceptable (only in the second decimal of the first peak 
value of the current) and hence the form of the angle X 
is generalised.
8.8.3 The effect of the zero crossings of current and
voltage waveforms on present day protective relays
(86-»91)Protective distance relays utilise the zero
crossings of various derived waveforms. In some cases the 
relays might not operate properly as in the following 
cases :
(a) Unexpected zero crossings due to travelling wave 
distortions as seen in our results for the two different 
lengths of line considered.
(b) Delayed zero crossings due to long d.c. components 
as the case of underexcited alternator considered.
The first case might introduce inaccurate measurings or 
operations while the second case will obviously delay the 
measurement and operation. In this study we have shown 
some examples of the severity of the above mentioned effects 
Although for the purpose of analysis some idealising 
assumptions are made the accuracy obtained is sufficient for 
development purposes.
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8.8.4 The effect of fault resistance, prefault condition, 
and automatic voltage regulators (AVR)
Although in this study the arc or fault r e s i s t a n c e i s  
not included it should be noted that they, in practice, 
affect the d.c. c o m p o n e n t s a n d  therefore cause 
earlier zero crossings to occur when underexcited alternators 
feed a fault. On the other hand if the fault resistance 
is zero and the effect of the AVR is taken into account^^^^, 
the superimposed a.c. component has a greater amplitude 
and hence an increased frequency of initial zero crossings . 
occurs.
It should be noted that even worse conditions of offset 
currents can occur. For example a condition in which the 
machine runs at 0.1 pu load and 85° leading causes the a.c. 
component to have a lower amplitude with the result that a 
still larger time is taken to cross zero^^^^.
8.8.5 The validity in considering constant load angle
It has been emphasised by Figures (26.a,b) that the assumption 
implying constant machine speed, does not affect the voltage 
or current waveforms for up to three or four cycles (60 - 80 m.s 
This finding means that the Fourier transform method may be 
used when studying the performance of high speed protective 
devices. It is now obvious that fault studies for protective 
relays need not include the variation on the load angle.
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8.8.6 The importance of obtaining the operational impedances 
corresponding to higher frequencies
For many years annalists have been studying the machine .
operational impedances to correspond to any sudden
(8297)increase in load angle, i.e. rotational slip^ , Also
with nowadays on line data facilities it has become almost 
possible to obtain the operational impedances from the know­
ledge of the MW and MVAR network v a r i a t i o n s . In this 
study we have shown that it is possible analytically to 
obtain the machine operational impedances to correspond to 
a network of distributed parameters. The full potential of 
the new frequency domain methods will only be realised to 
the full when a better understanding of the machine parameters 
at high frequencies is available. It is important to note that 
from the point of view of accurately determining fault transients 
the winding capacitances may be as significant as the time 
varient parameters usually considered. Here it is worth noting 
that the frequency domain methods are much more amenable to the 
incorporation of shunt effects than conventional methods. Such 
new methods might help in determining exact insulation levels 
and may give reasons for past troubles.
8.8.7 The Uram and Miller time domain approximate method 
From the results obtained in Figures(17.b) and (18.b) it is 
obvious that considering the nominal frequency parameters, the 
method gives almost the same results. Some other authors
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have extended the method to take account of ground effects. 
However, the economy of the new method and its flexibility 
in respect of frequency dependent parameter systems are 
very definite advantages.
8.9 Conclusions and future work
8.9.1 Inclusion of automatic voltage regulators 
This can be done by modifying the frequency domain reduced 
form from 3 x 3  impedance matrix to 4 x 4 to include super­
imposed field voltage due to the increase caused by the AVR. 
This will affect the amplitude of the a.c. component 
discussed previously.
8.9.2. Possibility of including the magnetising component 
and shunt admittances of the generator transformer 
It is possible to make use of a more exact representation 
including the magnetising effects by adding the shunt 
component involved as a separate element between the 
transformer model used and the transmission line. However it 
is also possible to split the transformer to primary and 
secondary circuits where the star side incorporates the 
magnetising component. In addition the frequency domain method 
of solution can easily take account of shunt admittances.
8.9.3. The effect of including frequency dependent parameters 
It is rather surprising to know that the studies using variant 
parameters give better waveforms from a distortion point of
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view than those obtained in this study. High frequency 
distortions are more rapidly damped due to the higher 
resistances involved at high frequencies (skin effect), 
while the inductance varies approximately inversely with
(73)frequency. Hence the reactance is relatively unaffected 
Consideration of such matters is a major topic for future 
work.
8.9.4. Modification to the machine operational impedances 
to take account of eddy currents in solid rotor 
machines
Several a u t h o r s g i v e n  methods to include 
eddy current effects in solid rotors. In this study these 
were neglected. However these effects can be taken into 
account with a higher degree of accuracy using frequency 
domain methods because eddy currents are roughly proportional 
to frequency in the simplest cases.
8.9.5. The possibility for multimachine studies 
This problem has been mathematically solved using 
Laplace techniques and the Forward and Backward components
of In this study we have shown the close relationdiip
between Laplace and modified Fourier transforms, and Forward/ 
Backward and symmetrical components. Hence an extension of 
Ku’s work is directly possible using the frequency domain 
technique.
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8.9.6. Faults at some distance on the transmission line 
When faults occur somewhere on a transposed transmission 
line, the actual picture from the point of fault to the 
two ends of the line has become ^unbalanced and hence 
the diagonal form of ĵ y (cojj ĵz is lost. A thorough 
treatment using eigenvalues and eigenvectors will be needed 
(see Chapter 7). Moreover the superimposed voltages at the
point of fault are not easily defined as in the present studies, 
where faults have been applied at an assumed infinite busbar.
8.9.7. Studies for parallel transmission lines
The effect of paralleling transmission lines is to produce 
zero sequence mutual impedance effects which are of importance 
to distance protective relays particularly during earth 
f a u l t s S u c h  effects can be more accurately modelled 
using frequency domain analysis.
8.9.8. Studies for sequential faults
Several a u t h o r s h a v e  analysed such faults from the view point 
of obtaining further zero crossing delays. However our results 
have shown that travelling waves may cause a sudden rise of 
the healthy phase voltages (see Fig.(23.b)) which is^in some 
cases,higher than the insulation levels (a factor usualJy 
taken 1 . 3 -  3.0 the lowest value of normal phase to ground 
voltage in fair weather). This effect may introduce a further 
earth fault which in most cases is not at the same tower which 
produced the initial earth fault. Thus a sequence of faults
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may start from line to ground fault and end with either 
double line to ground or three lines to ground. Such
studies require a large storage and computing time 
because of the need to trace the travelling wave over 
the transmission line in order to find the instant when the 
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Appendix "A"
The Symmetrical Component Transform
A.1 Introduction
A familiar subject in power system engineering is the 
analysis of any unbalanced system with symmetrical 
components. Unbalance in a system would occur due to 
unsymmetrical faults or loads, where neither the currents 
nor the voltages possess three-phase symmetry. The 
difficulties in system analysis can be seen from the fact 
that the power system elements, with the common 3-phase 
co-ordinates, may possess couplings between the phases, 
and hence it is no longer possible to limit the analysis 
to one phase unless the impedance matrices are diagonalized. 
The complexity with the majority of the system elements 
can be resolved by the inherent features of the symmetrical 
component transform.
In this appendix we shall summarise the theory and the 
inherent features affecting the commonly used system elements 
We shall also hint on the well known sequence phasor method, 
and then the instantaneous sequence values method which is 
used in this study. It is found that pointing out the 
differences in the implementation between the phasor and 
the instantaneous values methods would resolve any confusion 
throughout the study. However, applying the instantaneous 
values method to a system which is operating under steady 
state conditions should obviously give the same results as 
well as the phasor method.
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A.2 Definitions:
In 1918 F o r t i s c u e g a v e  the theory of symmetrical 
components from which thç following can be determined 
for multiphase systems;
\-l = E (ia +  (*.1)
i
where a = e^®o and = 2n/n, n is the number of 
phases
i^, î  , i^, .... the sequence currents
i^, i^, i^, .... î  ̂ are the phase currents 
Hence, for a three phase system it follows:
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where is the zero sequence current component,
is the positive "
i^ is the negative ”
a = = -0.5 + j 0.866
and = e = -0.5 - j 0.866
In the above relations it is obvious that phase (a) is 
taken the reference. However, the theory may be clarified 
if we substitute in relation (A.2) with the corresponding 
values of the phase currents with their sequence components 
as follows :
^a ■ ^ao ^al ^a2
^bo *  ^bl * ^b2
=  ico + i d  + ic2 (A-3)
where,
^ao' ^bo’^co the zero sequence currents of phases a,b,c.
t rial’ibl’i d  " " positive " „ „ „ .. ,
ia2'ib2'ic2 " " negative " " " " " '
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Hence, from relations (A.2) and (A.3) the following 
may be seen:
^bl *^^al ’ ^b2 " *^a2 '
i d  ° a ial ' ic2 = *^ia2' (*'4)
^"0 iao = ibo = ico-
The zero sequence current components i^^, i^^, i^^ are 
of both equal magnitude and phase.
A.3 Useful properties in the implementation of the 
symmetrical components: >
A.3.1 The operator "a"
From section (A.2) the following may be obtained as a 
form of identities.
1 + a + a^ = 0
a3 = 1
a* = b }  (A. 5)
(a^)*= a
A j2n/3 
where a = e
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A.3,2 The matrix algebra of the symmetrical component 
transform
From relation (A.2) the inverse can be obtained as:
2 .
+ a il + ai2 (A. 6)
where in a matrix form it follows.
[ip] = [ t ] [is] (A. 7)
where,
[ 'p ] 'ia [ig] = i0
ib il
i ^2c
and [t ] =
a
The above square matrix is very powerful that it 
is a symmetric matrix possessing the following:





From equation (A. 2)and with inverse matrix formulation 
it follows:
[is] = [T] [ip] (A.8)
where, [t]-1
Equations (A.7) and (A.8) apply exactly on the sequence 
voltages, thus.
[Vp] = [t] [Vg]
[Vg] = [T]-i [Vp]
(A. 9)
(A.10)
3 5 36A. 3.3 The power formulae using symmetrical component : *
A.3.3.1 Steady state power :
Assuming sinusoidal waveforms of current and voltage 
it follows:
S = P + jQ
C V '  tip]
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where S is the volt-ampere power.
P is the active power
Q is the reactive power and is positive 
for lagging VAR.
Substituting relations (A.7 and 8) into relation (A.11),
S = ( [T] [Vg])^ ( [T][ls]
[Vg]^ [t ]^ [tT  [Ig]*
3 [ij (identity matrix)but [t ]^ [t ]
hence,
S = 3 [Vji [Ij
3 v y *  + 3 v y j  + 3V 2I*
A .3.3.2 The instantaneous power :
We have,
S = V i +v, i, + v ia a b b c c
= [Vp]^ [ip]
(A.12)
= C[T) [Vg] )' C [T] [ig] )
= [Vg]' [l]i [T][igl = [Vg]i [ f [is]
but [t J^ = 1 1 1 2 1 0 0
- .... 1 a' a = 3 0 0 1




s = 3(v^i^ + V 2î  + Vii?) CA.13)
The above relation shows an explicit multiplication between 
the positive and negative sequence voltages and currents.
A.3.4 Effect on the simple network equations?^
From relations (A.7) and (A.8) the relations to include 
the sequence impedances can be obtained,
=  [ZpJDp]
[Ip] = [YpUVp] CA.15)
J
Substituting relations (A.7) and (A.9) into the above 
relations.
[Vg] = [T]'i [Zp][T][lg]
â [Zg][lg] (A. 16)
and.
[Ig] = [T]"i [Yp][T][Vg]
= [Ygl [Vg] (A. 17)
where,
[Zg]-= -[l]‘i [Zp] Pt ] ■ • (A.18)
[y J  = [r]"' [y ][ t ] (A. 19)s p
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The above relations are the greatest advantage as an 
analysis tool with the fact that most of the system 
element impedance matrices turn to be in a diagonal form.
A.3.5 Features on the sequence impedances of power 
system elements:
It is, nowadays, common that the sequence impedances 
are the system available values. However it is rather 
logical for this study to determine the salient features 
of the system phase co-ordinate values from that known 
sequence values. From relations (A.18) and (A.19) the 
impedance and the admittance matrices of the phase 
co-ordinate values are.
[Zp] = [ T][Zg] [t]-1 (A.20)
[Yp] -  [ T j Y g l C d ' i (A.21)
.3.5.1 The matrix [ Z^l is diagonal













e g  = I Z0+Z1+Z2 Z^+aZT +a Z^ 0 i 2
Z +a Zi+aZ* Z +Z,+Z« o 1 2  o 1 2
Z_+a Z-, +aZgO 1 2
Z +aZ,+a Zo o 1 2
Z +aZ.+a^Zg Z +a^Zi+aZ_ Z +Zg+Z.o 1 2 o 1 2  o 2 1
(A.22)
The above general case gives the following cases:
Case a : Z^ = Z^
In this case [Z^] is an identity matrix with Z^ common. 
Thus relation (A.22) reduces to a similar matrix to [Z^] 
which means that the system element has no mutual coupling 
impedances between phases and it has only the self 
impedances which is equal to the sequence impedance. The 
separate bank transformers is a good example.
Case b : Z^ = Z^ f  Z^
Relation(A.22) reduces to a symmetric matrix possessing 
off-diagonal co-efficients (Z^-Z^)/3 and diagonal co-efficients 
(Z^+2Z^)/3. In other words, the phase copordinate mutual 
impedances are.
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^ab V  ^bc ° %ca = tZo-zy/S, while the self
impedances are,
Zaa = ^bb = ^cc " C Z y 2 z y / 3 .  The 3-limb
core type transformer, in which the effects of tank wall 
and out-of-core return paths are found in the zero 
sequence flux, is a good example.
Case C ; f
In this case relation (A.22) will hold. The 
conventional turbo-alternator (X^ = X^) is a good example
A.3.5.2 The matrix [Zg] with mutual couplings between 
the sequence components:
This feature can be studied from a general case of a 
phase co-ordinate impedance matrix as.
z z . zaa ab ac
^ab ^bb ^bc
^ac ^bc ^cc (A.23)
ba’ ac ca* be cb
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From relation (A.18) it follows,
[ Z J  = T ) - CaZ,^.a^Z_.Z^yab ao be
-  (a Zab+aZac+Zbc) SZ-.' (2.WZ,.-Z^yaa  ̂ ab ac be





From the above relation the following cases can be found:
Case a : If the phase co-ordinate impedances are time
varying quantities, they may posses the 
following sequence impedance matrix.
[z<] = Zoo 0 0




The above satisfies alternators where X, 5̂ X .d q
Case b : The phase co-ordinate impedances are
affected by the physJcal construction 
as what may be found with the untransposed 
transmission lines. Considering horizontal 
construction with the reference a-phase at 
the middle, then the mutual impedances and












00 = Zaa ' Y
11
ol Zq2 " Z^o - Z20 - Z^^ab'Zbc)
12 f(z,b-='-bc)
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A.3.6. The influence of the earth or earth impedance: 
Fig.(A.l) represents a short transmission line connecting 
buses (1) and (2), and may include a separate bank 
transformers. At balanced conditions the phase currents 
sum at both ends is zero. Hence there is no return current 
”I^"'upon which a zero earth potential reference can be 
considered, 0.
Under unbalanced loading [or fault) conditions neither the 





fig.ÇA.1 ) Unsymmetrically loaded
Transmission line
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From the neutral current I a drop across the impedance Zn li
will appear, upon which the local grounds are not at equal 
potential •
Thus, - ( V - V „ 2>
- ( \ 1-Vn2) = :a^L - I - Z - (A.27)
V - V  = I Z  + I Z at • a-L a L n n (A.28)
where I is taken positive with respect to fig. A(l).
Hence, substituting for I it follows:
and.









thus from equation A(18):
(A.30)









I.e. +  3Z^
that means 3Z should be added to Z of the network n o
A .4 The steady state sequence voltages :
A.4.1 The phasor values :
2Substituting for and by a and aV^ into relation
(A. 10) we get,
V. = 4(V + a \  +aZy ) = 0 (A.31)6 3 a a a
Hence, it is clear that the only existing voltage is 
the positive sequence and is equal to the reference 
voltage.
A.4.2 The instantaneous values:
In working with instantaneous values, it is important 
to realise that the instantaneous symmetrical components 
of voltage and current are, in general, complex quantities
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This can be found as follows;
V = E sin 0 = E [e^^ - ea m  ■ m
2j (A.32)
similarly for and by substi tuting 0 by (0-120),
and (0+120) in turn.
Hence, the sequence voltagesare,





V, = '^jn® (A;33)
2j
The above relations shows the following:
1. The positive and the negative sequence components 
are conjugate quantities.
2. Taking 0 = w^t, thus v^ and v^ are vectors 
rotating in different directions at an angular 
velocity , from which they are closely related 
to the phasors used in the steady state phase 
co-ordinate analysis.
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A.5 Phase co-ordinate phasor diagrams deduced
from the sequence components for sinusoidal 
fault studies :
.
Using symmetrical component phasors and considering 
inductive open circuited prefault condition, the phase 
co-ordinate fault voltages and currents can be obtained.
A.5.1 Line to line to ground fault (LL-G):
Assuming a zero fault impedance, the voltage and current 
relations are:
Va = Vl + Vz +
V, = a V. + aV« + V = 0 b 1 2 o
V = aV, + a V- + V = 0 c 1 2 0
a + al2 t lo
+ a 1% + lo
(A.34)
From the above relations (V^ + V^) gives,
V. + V. = 2V_1 2  o
From fV ) it follows V = Va^ o a/3
Also (V^-V^) gives, = V,
Hence, V, “ V,, = V = V' 1 2 o a/3 (A.35)
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Considering sinusoidal source and = X^,
the sequence circuits show that = 1^, hence
but from = o we have
h  = -(lo +
thus
h  =  lo ~ ¥ i (A.36)
the above current and voltage relations give the 







_ Iao - I b o“ I CO
Fig. fA.21
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A.5.2 Single line to ground fault (L-G) :



















A .5.3 Line to line fault (L-L) :
Similar to the above Technique it is obvious to get,
q  = ^2 = K  h  = - h









- - - .Appendix "B"
The superposition theorem for fault studies
B.l Introduction :
In Chapter (2) we have shown the ability of the 
superposition in fault studies using intantaneous values. 
However, it ought to be in mind that even the common 
symmetrical component phasor method of analysis is in 
fact an application of the superposition theorem. The 
method is commonly applied under some assumptions. One 
of these is that for a practically loaded system, the 
voltage at the point of fault is within 10% of the 
declared open circuit voltage at that point, and bence 
it is commonly to regard the prefault voltage at the 
fault as being the open circuit voltage. From the first 
assumption it becomes obvious that the second is to ignore 
the pre-fault load currents.
The nowadays high speed protection makes the above 
assumptions irrelevant and hence the system must be 
studied without approximations. Moreover, exponential 
d.c. components are usually seen in fault studies specially 
when it is to include the transient states. The latter has 
made it obvious to use instantaneous values since the 
expected waveforms are not sinusoids.
B .2 Fault simulation using superposition :
To illustrate the method let us assume that the sources 
of a simple system containing alternator, transmission
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line, and infinite bus bar is represented using the 
source voltages as seen in fig. CBl[a]). e^^, e^^, 




/ / / y / / / / / / / /
I a  I
-  “ Î
"1 V
L_ J_ J
/ / / / / / / / / / '
Fig. ÇB.1)Ça) Prefault condition
(b) fault simulation
—  — ~  — -Short Circuited sources for 
superposition
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e ev-, e  ̂ are the infinite bus bar voltages which az DZ c z
is by definition possess, zero impedances, v^, v^, v^ 
are the prefault voltages at the point of fault. The 
latter voltages would not affect the system if they 
were actual source with the same voltages connected at 
the considered points. This, in turn, will help in 
simulating the fault by adding other source voltages 
shifted by 180 electrical degrees in series with v^,
V y , v^. The addition of the new voltage to the old 
voltage for the same phase expresses a fault on that 
phase. i.e. if a solidly earth short circuit, the sum 
of the two voltages will be zero for the considered
phase. This may be demonstrated by fig. [B.lCb]) for
a three phase short circuit. The figure shows a zero
voltage at the point of fault as follows,
Ya + và = 0
= 0 (B.l)
tV + V = 0c c
t f I
where v^, v^, v^ are the superimposed voltages which 
are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction of
^ a ’ ^b> ^c-
Applying the superposition principle we can short circuit 
all the system sources leaving the superimposed voltages 
to act as the driving voltage of the system. This is 
shown on fig.(B.1(b)) with the dotted lines shortcircuiting
®al’ ®bl’ ®cl> ®a2’ ®b2’ ^c2' ^a' ^b' ^c' ^ith
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Va» , v^ left the superimposed fault currents are 
obtained and the total fault currents is the sum up of 
this current to the prefault precalculated steady state 
system currents.
B .3 Point of fault voltage simulation for conventional
types of fault;
Taking the prefault voltage at the point of fault as 
the base voltage of the system, the following per unit 
instantaneous values are.
v^ 1.414 sin [ù)ttx)a o
v^ = - 1.414 sin (wt+X- (B. 2)
v^ = 1.414 sin(wt + X+ )c  ̂o 3
B.3.1 3-phase to ground fault:
IV = 1.414 sin(ü)t+X)^ 0
f 7 ÏÏVv = 1.414 sin(o)t+ X - (B* 3)D O
* 7 ÏÏV - 1.414 siri(ojt+ X +c o J
B.3.2 Line-line fault:
If phases (b and c) are chosen to be shortcircuited, 
then for direct short circuit and referring to appendix A,
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the resultant voltages are:
Var = -1.414 sin(Ojt+X)
Vbr ■ ‘\ r / 2 . 0  ‘̂ ^.4)
'"cr ■ " \ r / 2 . 0
where v ,"v. , v define the resultant voltagesar' br' cr ^
Thus for the superposition we have;
%r " Vb + Vy CB.5)
'̂ cr = Vc + Vc
From relation (B.2,4,5), the superimposed voltage are,
v_ = 0.0
v^ = 1.414 sinC(j^t+ X - + — 2';^ sin (cô t+X )
V = 11414 sin(wt+X+ -?-) + ^-4 sin (wt+X)c o 2 2.0 o
CB.6)
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BV3.3 Line to ground fault (phase "a" faulted):
? TT= -1.414 sin(wt+ X - -^) (B.7)
V = -1.414 sin(wt+ X + ^ )cr o 3
From relations ^.2,5,7), the superimposed voltages are;
V = 1.414 sin (wt+X)a Q
I fV|̂  = V(- = 0.0 CB.8)
)
B. 3.4 Line-line to ground fault (b-C-G):
V = -1. 414 sin(tü t+X )d. 1 O
Vb r  ' ^ c r  = °-0 (B-9)
Hence,.from relations (B.2,5,9) the superimposed voltages 
are.
f
Vv = 1.414 sin(tot + X - 2n/3)o
v^ = 1.414 sin(o^t + X + 2n/3) (B.IO)
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B .4 The symmetrical components for the superimposed
voltages :
Obviously it is a direct application for the transforming 
matrix |̂t J in appendix ”A" (A.10). Thus, all the 
above groups may directly be transformed as follows.
B.4.1 3-phase to ground fault:
Similar method as discussed in appendix "A” section
(A.4.2) may be used incorporating relation [B.3) to
obtain,
v; =




V  = 0.0 0 (B.ll)
B.4.2 Line to line fault (b-C):
Similarly relations (B.6) give.
f 1V 2 = -v^
\  = 0'° (B.12)
B.413 Line to ground fault (a-G):
Similarly relations (B.8) give:
V-' = v' = v' = 1 4 ^J. Z O OJ
LB.13)
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B.4,4 Line-line to ground fault (bC-G) :








According to Fourier series a function f(x) for the 
interval x = 0 to x = 2 n can be analysed into an
infinte series as follows:
f(x) = + a^ cos X + a^cos 2x + a^ cos 3x +,_ fa^cos nxt
+ sinx+ b^ sin 2x + b^ sin 3x +•• tb^sin nx+.





In interpreting the above relations to the electric 
components a^ is the average value of f(x)> or in other 
words it is the d.c, component of the actual wave» The 
other trigonometric series is to minimise the error 
between the actual wave form and the d,c, component (a^). 
Thus, for an electric component we may write the following
f(t) = + ^ a ^  coskw^t + b^ sin kw^t (C.2)
k=l
= JL








n /  £(x) 0
sin nx dx 2^#o#o»o
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OR






Cr •“ \/â  + $ = tan”  ̂ ^k 0 = tan“^(-
S .
] J  . T
Cq - Y J £(t)dt ^k ^ T /  £(t)coskü)^tdt
2 r?b^ = Y J  £(t) sinkco^tdt
and T is the periodic time. ^
From (C.2) an exponential Fourier series may be obtained 
as follows:
f(t) -  < ^ 0  *  7 2 ^ ;  -j^k^lik"lt_e-jK"it
k=l . 2
= Co + E  *k-î k eJkwiC + 2] lkiî k_e-ikwit
k=l 2 k=l 2
" E  (C.5)
3oa
where
G for k = oo
taj-jbk' for k > 0
for k 02
Using fC.l) in exponential form and then substituting
in (C.5) we get 
T
Yk = /  f(t)e i^^l^ dt (C.6)
for all values of k
An interpretation for relations (Col) to (C.6), the 
periodic function is expressed in terms of a sum of 
functions namely, exponentials or sinusoids, each one 
of which yields an easily determined response, then, 
because of linearity of the system, SUPERPOSITION is 
applicable, and the total response is found as sum of 
individual responses. i.e. since the driving function 
is expressed as a combination of appropriate functions, 
then the response is a combination of the responses to 
these functions. The analysis just outlined is particularly 
applicable to linear systems the superposition
theorem.
Before going to the solution of the non-periodic function, 
it is useful to introduce a simple and useful method of 
solving the periodic functions mentioned above. Although 
it is shown that a periodic function can be solved 
directly in the time domain, the integral of provides
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a very powerful means of solution in a frequency-like 
domain. Using the latter technique the analysis is 
somewhat simplified, the response in the time-domain 
being obtained via an inversion process.
Now returning to relation (C.6), a new domain can be 
obtained as follows:
\  = Yk T(jkwi)
hence - ^
k=-^
On the other hand, knowing thatY^, s are just a set of 
complex numbers which are the coefficients of the complex 
Fourier series corresponding to f(t), we may look at it 
with another way.
)
We usually think of a function of a variable as a 
relationship yields a continuous or semicontinuous curve 
as the variable takes a different value. This concept can 
be enlarged by defining a function as a relationship assigns 
or yields a number(possibly complex) for each value of the 
variable. Thus, we can say,
Y. = Y.(W) £oro, = - k.^I:k 'k otherwise
1 fhence Y(w) = T f(t)e"i^^ dt
,T 
6
then the inverse is
£(t) = E  = f ;  Y(kWi)eik"lt
k=- “ ' k=̂ k=”
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the functionYj^(w) is the Frequency Spectrum of the 
function f(t). Thus, Fourier series transform pair 
may be written as follows:




where the symbol ” stnads for Fourier integral from 
time domain to Frequency domain, and the inverse
of Fourier integral from frequency domain to time domain. 
Having expressed Fourier series in transforms of the two 
domains, non periodic functions are easily tackled. It 
is useful to derive the transformation which transform time 
-domain to frequency domain functions and the converse, 
by starting with a periodic function. Then by letting 
the period approach infinity, the function effectively 
becomes non-periodic. In this case the Fourier series 
transformation becomes Fourier transform,
C.2 Fourier transform:
Having previously stated the basis of the method the 
development of the final formula requires the following,
M difying the transformation of equation (C,7), the limits 
of integration in the direct transform are arranged to 
make the integration symmetrical about the origin, and 
the i  factor is transformed to the inverse transforms
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thus,
fF(w) for 0) =
- fk = T̂ k = TTk(w) =
0 otherwise
where F(cu) / f C t )  e ' ^ V '  dt ■' (C.9)
T
7
Hence f(t) = 2  = X^Y^(kco^)e^^^^^l^ (C.IO)
k=- °o k—~
Now, let us change notation to be,
w  ̂ = Aco (C.ll)
Sub. in equationCc*10) it follows:
£(t) Aû) (C.12)
k=-oo
From (C.ll)it appears that in the limit as,
T — >  ~ ^  0,
upon which the spectral lines of F^ (w) of (C.9) changes 
from a discrete function to the continuous function 
F(w)
T/2 ,
F(w) = Lim J  f(t)e ^^ dt
-T/2 
00 ,
= /  f(t) e"]wt dt , (C.13)
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and,




= fn fn-) eiwt . do. (C.14)
Relations (C.13), and (C.14) are the Fourier Transform 
by which a Non-periodic function can be expressed as 
a function in the frequency domain, and vice versa.
C.2.1 Limitations for relations (C.13) and (Col4): 
For the convergence of (C.13) and (C.14), the functions 
should satisfy the following;
/  |f(t) dt <
/  |f C“) dw <
(C.15)
(C.16)
If a time function satisfies (CdS), it will have a 
Fourier transform, andif a frequency function satisfies 
(C.16), it will have an inverse transform. Thus, if the 
transforms actually exist, tables of pairs to change from 
the time domain to frequency domain and vice-versa are 
easly utilised. Such tables are extremely useful in 
the solution of various problems.
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C.3 Modified Fourier transforms:"M.F.T.":
C.3ol The Laolace transform:------- A-: ■ ' ■ --
It has been shown that the Fourier transform method 
fails whenever the time functions does not satisfy 
the criterion of p . 15). In order to overcome this 
limitation, some modification is required and using
(C.13) and (C.14) we have*,
00 00
Fi(w) = /  f(t)e"j^^ dt and f(t) = Yn/^1
— 00 ^00
We, then, change the lower limit of the direct transform
integral from to 0, which is equivalent to taking
the direct Fourier transform of f(t)u(t), where
u(t) 1 for t > 0
0 for t < Oo (Col7)
From (C.17)^it follows; ^
F2 (w) = J  f(t)e  ̂ dt and f(t)u(t) = Yn-^2 dw
0
(C.18)
F2(w) will not exist if f(t) does not approach zero fast 
enough as t —  ̂oo , However, multiplying f(t) by a function 
which approaches zero, the integral can be made to 
converge. A multiplier which possesses this properly 
is an exponential function e where o-̂ is a positive
real constant.
thus, . . » .
FjCoi) = J"f(t)e ê '“^ dt and £(t)uCt)e °ot=
(C.19)”
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rhe right hand equation of (C.19) can be modified by 
multiplying both sides by e*o^. Since e^o^ is independent 
ofw, it can be placed inside the integral, thus,
Fg(w) = f  f(t)s o^e^^^ and f(t)u(t) = /f^(w)e ̂ o ^ e ^ d w
o
•(Co20)
Replacing ( 6̂  + jw) with "s” it follows that 6 ( a  =  y  ds, and 
writing the appropriate limit in (C.20) we obtain,
«c+j=
F(s) - /f(t) e”^^ dt and f(t)u(t) =y4r/ F(s)e®^ds
o '  f '  •6  - T o oO
(C.21)
)
Equations of (C.21) are effectively Laplace transforms 
which can be used to handle functions which otherwise 
fail to satisfy the Fourier transform limitations given 
in (C.15) the condition equivalent to the latter is,
/  |fCt) j d t  <  <» (C.22)
which is generally be satisfied due to the negative 
exponential.
From the above form it is clear that à '  must exceed a0
minimum value for convergance. The following table gives 








n t 0 




A /  0 
> 0
^ % -a o
6' >  0 o
No satisfactory 6  
' o
the transform does not 
exist.
The limitations on the usable values for ̂  should be noted. 
With one exception a single value of 6'̂  will ensure 
convergence and it follows that Laplace transform pairs 
may be used. However, it should be remembered that the 
inverse Laplace transformation always produces a time 
function which is zero for t <( 0. In practice the unit 
step function u(t) is implied in the inversion equation 
and it is common to write equation (C.21) as.





Co 3.2 The frequency spectrum and the "MFT" :
Provided the criterion of (C.22) is satisfied and provided 
the system is frequency invarient, "s" can be used as an 
operator. It is of interest to note that this condition
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is not always satisfied in practice. In such cases 
”s’* must be left as ( 6^+jw) , and equation (C.19) must 
be evaluated as it stands by using the parameters appropriate 
to various frequencies.
To satisfy the foregoing requirements the following 
steps are observed.
a. To satisfy the function u(t), the superposition 
theorem outlined in appendix is applied.
b. The value of ̂  is determined to comply with the 
systems equations.
Co The inverse (MFT) formula utilized by Ametani^^^^ 
is used. This will be discussed in the following 
section.
do The Laplace pairs from the time to s-domain will, 
in some case,she used with the substitution for 
s by ( w) o In the following nomenclatures "a ” 
is used instead of 6 ^ ,  while the "i" operatôr is 
taken common so as to leave as real value, i.e. 
s = j(w- j=). Thus, from equation (C,21) we can get,
F(j(w- jdl) = J*f(t) e dt . where, s will be 
substituted by (°= + jw) after applying the pairs to the 
s-domain.
C .3o 3 The formula used for the modified inverse Fourier 
transform:
Since the system is frequency dependent, the inverse 
transform has to be evaluated numerically. Even with the 
aid of the computers a limited number of frequency samples 
may be used and this can give rise to the so called "Gibbs
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Phenomena". If the expected waveform possesses
discontinuities or rapid variations as shown in fig.(C.l), 
ripples or oveishoots occur in the solution. When dealing 
with very large numbers of samples "Gibbs phenomenon is 
negligible. However, when a function is represented by 
a finite number of samples they give very considerable 
wave distortion. It is found that a trigonometric series 
of n harmonics would closely approximate the wave as 
n e e d e d . A l s o  tests have shown that appropriate odd 





Thus the frequency samplings, as a whole, are chosen in 
odd samples to comply with the compensating factor which 
will be referred as Sigma factor. The name is used to 













where o, is the frequency spectrum 
limit
Or = 2II/T
Aw = 2w where T is the assumed periodico ^
time.
Some important observations regarding the above formula 
are : -
a* The real summation may be obtained as-follows: 
Referring to equation (C.14) we have.
fCt) = YF" / f(w) d(
This can be rewritten as, 
( °f(t) = ^  I dw + y f(w) e^*^ dw | (C.25)
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but J*£(w) dw = y  f (w) dw
o
9?
= y£(-w)e ^ d w  (C.25a)
also from (C.13) we have the original function as; 
f(w) = y  f(t)e  ̂ dt
and since for physical systems ,f (t) is a real quantity 
it follows that,
f
f(-w) = conjugate complex of f(w) = f*(w) 
and,




£(t) = ^ (C.25c)
o
(C.25b) shows that f(w) and f* (w) are images with respect 
to the real axis.
Also the functions e and e^^^ in (C.25c) possess
equal real parts and equal and opposite imaginary parts.
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Now, suppose we have the following;
f(w) = X + jy then, f*(w) = X -jy
and
g'*'jwt _ p+jQ then, e = P-jQ
Hence the interior of the integral given in (C.25c) may 
be rewritten as follows;
(X-jy)(P-jQ) + (X+jy)(P+jQ) =
(XP-yQ)-j(yP+QX .) + (XP-yQ) + j (yP+QX) =
= 2 (XP-yQ)
which, in turn has the advantage of reducing C(2 5c) to;
}
f(t) = 2 Real dw (C(26)
Hence, 00
f(t) = Real I -- J*F (w) ^ dw \
* n  o *
b. oc is as defined in section (C.3.2) and later in section 
(C.4).
c. The periodic time is taken as twice the observation 
time, T = 2t^^, and by making the product of the number 
of samples (N) and the unit time(t^) equal to the 
observation time (see section C.5), then,
to = ¥  = m  (C.2?)
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Now, ü) -  ^c 1
o r ,  w  ^  "  m :  ( C o 2 8 )
but ^ = Ü) • 2No
Hence 0 ( C . 2 9 )
o
C . 4  The «- factor:
Apart from the convergence advantage obtained by 
introducing the exponential function e°^ (section
C . 3 . 2) the factoroc also has another advantage which 
derives from replacing F(w) with F(w-jœ). The ' 
significance of this is that F(w) often possesses 
system poles which give rise to numerical instability.
On the other hand F(w-j=) does not generally possess 
poles provided °®is chosen correctly and the inverse 
transform may thus be evaluated numerically. However, 
the evaluation of the «-factor is not as simple as might 
be appeared.
C . 4 . 1  The exponential function e^^;
As discussed in section (C.5.2) this function is required 
to make f(t) approaches zero before t-̂ « . In the case 
of the digitally evaluated inverse « must ensure that f(t)
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approaches zero before T(the periodic time assumed 
for non-periodic waveform).
Fig.(C.2) is for different observation times and it can 
be seen that the « - factor decreases as the observation 
time increases since it is the reciprocal of the time 
constant of the curves.
C.4. 2 as a tool for obtaining numerical stability :
It was found by Day et al^^^^, that the poles of F(w) 
for practical system lie close to the real axis. This 
is illustrated by figs.(C.3) and (C.4) which show lines 
of integration in together with the zone of poles.
The effect of «-factor can be explained by applying the 
superposition theorem.to a linear system. Suppose, the 
differential equation of the system is,
F(D)f(t) = g(t) (C.30)
where D à  d/dt
f(t) is the output
g(t) is the input (zero for t< 0) .
we obtain.
F(«+j w)f^ («+j w) = g^(«+j (̂) (C.31)
where the positive signs indicate an integration from 






- XFig.(C.2) e for different time constants,
X - t/'
minimum value for a 
for numerical stabilité
Re
Fig.(C.5) the region for 
the validity of
Re
F(Cc4) shaded area of 




g+ (=+jw) = /  g(t) e~(=+iw)t (C.32)
o
from which f^(«f j w) is known and f(t) has to be found 
from.
f(t) = — J f^(œ+j'ù))e^ j t >0
a t ~
= Ijj /  f(=+j w) eJwt dw t>0 (C.33)
and 0 = , . i  / £ ( = + j w )  t<0 (C.34)2 n
For real stable systems all the roots of F(D) in ;
equation (C.30) have negative real parts and consequently
the zeros of F(œ*jaj). Similarly, the poles of g(=+jw) 
lie either above the limit of the shaded area or on the 
limits. Thus equations (C.33 and C.34) have the effect 
of moving the poles from the shaded area to a distance 
cc which we are free to choose.
C.4.3 The evaluation of :
In practice a third constraint must be ta^en into .account 
when fixing a suitable value for «. From relations (C.2^, 
28,29) we have,
t — ——— , CÜ ~ —  , and — ——
° 2N ° Nt„
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also we know that T=2tg^.
In other words the procedure starts with t^^ from which 
T,N and t are evaluated in sequence. Hence the values 
of and can be determined from relations (C.28) and 
(C.29). Day et al^^^^ have shown that the requirements 
given in sections (C.4.1) and (C.4.2) are met provided 
the product =t^^ lies between the limits defined in 
equation (C.35).
where k^ and k2 can be found experimentally using
)
various values of*. Hence the sequence of
ly
solution can be as, t ,-^T-^N^t' OD o
(C.36)
It follows that for any value of T and N, there is 
one optimum ^-factor.
N
C.5 The Fast Fourier Trans form(F.F.To) :
C.5.1 Introduction :
The F.F.T. is an algorithm to solve a finite Fourier 
transform of a time series. It has the great advantage
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of saving computing time and storage. The procedure
involves a number of operations proportional to "N log N"
for computing Fourier transform of N data points.
2 'The conventional method requires N operations for the 
same data points. The new method was originally written 
in 1965 by Cooley and Tukey^^^^ as an algorithm for the 
complex Fourier series. In 1967 a further extension 
by Cooley, Lewis, and Welch^^^^ was developed to cover 
the computation of Fourier integral, Fourier series, 
and convolution integrals. Further extensive studies 
of the method have been made by Cooley et al^^^^ and the 
matter has also been considered by an IEEE study committee
In 1972 Ametani^^^) used the same technique for application 
to electrical transients phenomena. Later Ametani applied 
his technique to the study of travelling waves in ^
transmission line. Finally, Barret and Roquefort 
applied the F.F.T. of Cooley on a large turbogenerator in 
the presence of small disturbances.
In this study the algorithm of Cooley and the implementation 
of Ametani are used.
C.5.2 The principle of the F.F.T.:
In section (C.4) we talked about t^ and w ̂  which corresponds
to ’'At” and "Aw” respectively. Also it was taken that 
T=N At and  ̂= NAw . Taking N as common sampling figure 
for both time and frequency domains is inherent to the F.F.T.
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Now, let us treat both Fourier transforms (time and 
frequency) by using the frequency ”f” instead of .
Then the relationship between the Finite Fourier Transform 
and the Fourier Transform^^^^ would be as follows;
Suppose we have a function x (t) which has a Fourier 
transform,
a(f) = /  dt, CC.37)
then the inverse relationship is
00
X (t) = df (C.38)
Sampling X (t) to (i&t), where i = 0,-1,-2,..•.then,
X(i4t) = /a(£)e^® ^ d£
Substituting by At = 1/F it follows; (F corresponds to fi)
X(iit) = jra(£)ei^if/F df (C.39)
» (k+l)F
ORx(iAt) = /  a(£)eiZnif/F d£ (C.40)
kF
Now, the exponential function @ j i£/F ^ periodic 
function of f with period F. Thus changing the variable 
of integration one can put (C.40) in the form,
F





The subscript "p” on a function denotes the periodic 
function formed by the superposition of the nonperiodic 
function shifted by all multiples of a fundamental period. 
Since a^Cf) is a periodic function of f, it has a Fourier 
series expansion. From(C.41) the coefficients of this 
expansion are given by 1/F times the sequencex(iAt).
Hence, C.41 has the reciprocal,
ap(f) = 7 è  (iAt)e-iZKif/F (C.43)
i  =  - 0 3
The above relationship gives an interchangeable relation, 
between a^(f) and x(iAt). In other words, the rules of 
time and frequency are interchanged. Thus, a periodic 
continuous function of frequency corresponds to a sequence 
of time coefficients. Now, rewriting (C .4 3) in a fini te frame, 
we consider the values of a^Cf) at N equally spaced points 
between 0 and F. i.e.
Af = F/N = 1/NAt (C.44)
00
Hence, a^(nAf) = i ^  x(iAt)e j^^in/N
t  —  00
=  l y :  | ] x C i A t . J Î N , A t )  e - ^ 2 n i n / N
i= 0  '
(C.45)
The latter result follows from the fact that e j^nin/N 
is a periodic sequence of'Vi” with period N.




X. (t) = 2 ] %(t+4T) (C.47)
4  = - «
C.57 is a periodic with period T = Na t = 1/a F.
with the same procedure, one can get,
N-1
Xp(iAt) = i 2]ap(f)eiZ:in/N (C.48)
n=o
and a^Cf) = y^a(f+kF) (C.49)
k = - w
from which, Cooley et developed the following
theorem.
If x(t), -*<t<m, and a(f), -oo<f<oo, are a Fourier integral 
transform pair,
x ( t ) W  a(f)
then T x^CiAt), i = 0,1, ,N-1, and
a^CnAf), n = 0,1,2,...,N-1, are a finite transform
pair.
From (C.47,48 and 49) it follows,
Tx (iAt) = T ^x(iAt+ÎT)<Z^J]a(nA£+kF)
k = - »
= a (nAf)
P
where A f = 1 /(NAt) = 1/T
It is to be remembered that the finite Fourier transform
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pair X(i)i=^A(n) is defined by
N-1




A(n) = n=0,l, ,N-1 (C.51)N 
i= 0
where = e^ ̂
Thus,if two functions are Fourier transforms of one 
another, then the sequences obtained from them by 
aliasing and sampling in this fashion are finite Fourier 
tranforms of one another.
1 1In solving the two tranforms, the factors and ̂  of
relations (C.45 and C.58) can be combined together to f o m
1/T.F)in the final inverse Fourier. Thus it can be written
as follows,(50,42)
^ 1
A(n) = 2] n=0,l,...,N-l
1 =  0
1 N ^ l  '  .
x(i) = ^ 2 ^  A ( n ) i = 0 , 1,. . . ,N-1
n = 0
where N=TF, T= 1/AF, and F=l/At (Ç.52)
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C.5,3 The application of the F.F.T. to the M.F.T.: 
Since pairs are available from time to frequency domain 
as stated in section (C.3.2), then the inverse finite 
F.F.T. can be in the form:
N-1
X(i) = i Z)F(n)W în i=0,1 ̂  .. .,N-1
n=o (C.53)
where F(n) is a frequency function obtained from the 
Laplace or Fourier pairs.
Now. let us take an example with N = 8  samples and
using a binary procedure: 
. M  '
.(47)
N = 2 M=3
^  _ gj2n/N =cos n/4 +jsinn/4 (C.54)
From (C, 4) it follows:
Thus equation (C. 3) in a matrix form can be written 
as ;
F ( 1  = 1 ) (n-1 ) 1 - n=l
= W t FI I,n n
1 = 1
(C.55)
where is a vector of the time domain.
F^ " ” frequency ,
Wt „ is 8  x 8  matrix with coefficients W (I"1)(R"1) I,n I,n
and ^2 1 ” ^*
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Utilizing relations (C.54) and (C.55) an economical 
algorithm is written by Ametani^^^^which is used 
in this study.
C.5,4 Application to the inverse MoF.T. formula : 
From the formula (C.24) we recall,
N
f(t) = Real t A w
k=l
It can be written in the form of equation (C. 3) if we
remember that A f = i, and Aw = 2%Af, ie.i.= ~
 ̂ 1 2n
Then, (C.24) would be written as.
f^ = Real
N








and, P], = p| (2 k-l)Wg-j= | sin jÇ2 k-l)n/ 2 N }
2 w
(2 k-l)n/2 N
where is the sampling frequency in radians/second
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Appendix "D"
Chosen Algorithms for the numerical solutions .'
D,1 The solution of simultaneous algebraic equations
D.1.1 The Gauss elimination method:
From equations (2.9) of Chapter (2) a set of linear 
equations can be written; 
n
m=l
In the above relation i^ is the unknown quantities while
Y and L ^ are the known quantities. To facilitate n n ,m
demonstrating the procedure we shall take n = 3. ,
Hence,
^ 1 1 ^ 1  ^ 1 2 ^ 2  ^13^3 " ' ^ 1 C d . l )
^21^1 ^22^2 ^23^3 ^ '^2 C^-2)
^31^1 ^32^2 ^33^3 ^ '^3 (D .2 )
By eliminating from the equation of a new form of 
equation(d.1 ) is obtained with which i^ is eliminated from 
equation (d.2) and (d.3) as follows:
For equation (d.1 ) we have:
i l  + ^13^3 "  ‘̂ l  (d^4)
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Hence equations (d.2) and (d.3) become
Cd.5)
( ^ 3 2 " ^ 3 l ( ’ l 2 ^ ^ 2  ( ^ 3 3 " ^ '3 l ' ’ l 3 ^  ^3 '  ( ^ 3 " ^ 3 1 * l )
Cd.6 )
where,
L - i n  h  1 "T ' ^ 1
^ 2  = 177  > ^ 3  = i : ^  > *1 = E 7 i
proceeding the method on equations (d.5) and (d.6 ) we get.
’■I (’ 12^2 (’13^3 *1
^2 * ^23^3 ^2 CD-3)
^3 = *3
where, b „  , = ICfllll____
( ^ 2 2 " ^ 2 l ' ’ l 2 ^  ^22 ■ ^21^12
and $ = (’‘'5~^3l'^l^'(^32~^31^12^*2
( ^ 3 3 ‘ ^ 3 l ( ’ l 3 ' ■ ( ^32 '^3 l '^12^*^23 
Thus, with a reverse substitution for i^ i 2  i, , all
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currents can be obtained. With working out we find,
I 3 =
^ ^ 2 1 ^ 3 2~^ 22 ^ 3 1 ^ 2. ~^21^12^ "^3 
^11 ̂ 2̂ 2^33"^23^32^‘̂ ^12^^23^3l"^21^33^’̂^13 ̂ ^21^32"^22^32^
CD. 4)
D.1.2 The matrix inversion method:
Arranging equations (D.2) in a matrix form it follows:
[10 = [']
where ^L^is 3 x 3 matrix, and ĵ ij and 
Hence the currents can be obtained as;
[ ‘ 1 -  H ‘ [ ’]
are vectors.
(D.5)












the adjoint matrix of |̂ L J is:
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[0 11 21 31
12 22 32
13 23 33
where the 1 ^^ are the co-factors of j^hjand for example,
I 21 -  C - 1 )
2+1
^ 1 2  ^13
^32 ^33
" '^^12^33^13^32^
From which the inverse of L is,
[ i ) - ‘  - [ d  ■
I V
where is the déterminent of matrix [ l ] and is equal
to,
I "  ^11 ^ ^22^ 33‘' ^ 23^ 32^'*‘^ 12(^23^31 " ^ 21^ 33)
^13^^ '21^32” ^22^31 '  




■  h i ^21 ' ^31
h
2̂ ^12 ^22 b z
^3 ^13 ^23 ^33
s
(D.7)
from which it is seen that i^ is just the same, as in 
equation (D,4), where,
^3 "  ( l l 3 ^ 1  ^23^2 ^ 33 '^5 ^ /^ D
The choice of either of the above methods depends on the 
need for either less computer storage or less computing 
time. The elimination method takes less time but more 
storage while the inverse method takes less storage with 
more time. Such features makes the choice depends on the 
whole representation for the main problem which is either 
real time or complex and with respect to any other salient 
features of the solution requirements.
D.1.3 The inverse of a matrix using partition matrices:
If the original matrix possesses large dimensions, partioning of
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matrices would simplify the inversion as follows:
M- h i  ^2 r “1 — 1 r 7 ' h i  ■ h '1 , a 1 = B =^3 j ^4 > L J L h  1 h
Hence, A^)"^
^3 " ^4  *3 ^ 1
A^ and A^ must be square matrices
D .2 The Solution of differential equations:
The Runge-Kutta fourth order approximation method  ̂
The formulae of the Runge-Kutta are derived by using an 
approximation to replace truncated Tayler’s series expansion. 
In the following we shall summarize the method.
With regard to the differential equations (2.1-4) of Chapter 








L i nm m
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In other words, 
d Y ^
f(t,'P , n=l 2 ... 6)
> 9 f
d Y ^
= g(t, Y^,n=l, 2 , . . . , 6 )
dY_
-gY" ~ G (t,Y^, n=l,2,..,6 ) (D.9)
and similarly for dY^, dYg, and dY^
dt dt dt
The solution for one time step with the Runge-Kutta is given
b y ,
A Y ^  =  ( K i + 2 K 2 + 2 K 2 + K . ) / 6
AYg = (l^+2.l2 + 2l3+l^)/6-= CD.10)
AY 3  =  ( J ^ + 2 J 2 + 2 J 3 + J 4 ) / 6
and similarly for AY^, AYg, and AY^,
If we have taken for the demonstration viewpoint only 
the three equations of (D-IG) , it follows
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h  =  f ( t o ' T l 0 ' V 2 0 ' V 3 0 ) A t
h  = f ( t o + i r ' " i o +
IC4  - £(t^ + At,'fĵ g+ At,
I l  8 ( t o , ? i o , T 2 0 ' ^ 3 o ) A t
A t  ^ 7  ^ 7  '̂ ?
■ h  = g(h"-T>ho"^ "ho " X ’ho" -2-)"̂  
£4 ° 2(to+4t,‘Pj^Q+kj,T2o'̂ l3>'‘'30’"'̂ 3^^^' 
and
J l  =  G ( t Q , Y ^ Q , Y 2 Q , Y 2 Q ) A t
G r tg + A t ,Y ^ o  + k 3 , ^ 2 0 * l 3 ' ^ 3 0 *  ^ 3 ^ * ^
where
At is the unit time of a step^ 
the suffix "0 ” represents the initial conditions 
of each step^
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kj^;k2 ,k3 ,k^ are the four orders of the Runge-Kutta 
corresponding to
T isimilarly the 1 s and J s correspond to AY 2  and AY^. 
Thus the flux values after this step will be,
'*'1 ^
= Y20 "  *'*'2 CD.11)
=  Y 3 0 *  A Y 3
and for all the observation time with step by step 
procedure a general form may be written as.
^CN) _ Y (N-1) + AY^^) N = 1,2,m m  m
m=l,2,....6 for each value of N
(D.12)
D .3 Solution of higher-order differential equations :
This section is concerning the swing equations which is 
a second order differential equation. It can be represented 
as ;
V3 2 (1) _
^  = 4  ( h  -  h )
where 6 is the rotor angle, T and T are the mechanical^ ' m e
and electrical torque in turn, is rated
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synchronous speed rad/sec, and H is the inertia contstant. 
Such equation can be split to two simultaneous differential 
equations and knowing the initial conditions, the same 
procedure of the discussed Runge-Kutta technique can be 
used. The two equations may be derived as the following:
d ^ 6  dw
^  -  w ( t )  -
( D . 1 4 )
Where w(t) is the machine speed at time t in rad/sec.
Since "T^” is function of the air gap power, it is a 
function of the currents and fluxes which is in turn 
a function of the rotor angle 6 , i.e. the two equations 
of (D.14) and the six of (D.9) will be solved simultaneously.
In general, the Runge-Kutta method has an error of the order 
(At)^ upon which the choice of (At) depends on the nature 
of the study. One may say it is desirable to choose (At) 
sufficiently small but for economical reasons (At) either 
to be taken with respect to the steepness of the expected 
curve, i.e. if it is sub-transient studies At should be 
small enough, or by varying (At) through the observation 
time from small value to slightly higher values which is 




E . 1 The 600 MVA turboalternator
a. The two axes parameters
r = 0 . 0 0 3 1  p.ua ^
r^^ = 0 . 0 0 1 2  p.u
V X^^ = 2.5900 p.u
X = 2.5200 p.umq ^
X^^ = 0.2100 p.u,
X . = 0.2000 p.u,
X. , = 0.1620 p.u£fd
X^Kd = X Kq = 0.0204 p.u,
^Kd = 0 . 1 7 4 0  p.u
= 0.0700 p.u
H = 4.44 sec
The above per unit values are to the base of 600 MVA,
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b . The conventional parameters
r = 0.0031 p.ua ^
X  ̂ = 0.2000 p.u
a #
X, = 2.8000 p.u
X = 2.7200 p.uq
X^ = 0.36246 p.u
X” = 0.22799 p.u
T^ = 0.94498 p.u
TJI = 0.01989 p.u
Also from section (a) we can deduce,
X” X' 0.22024 p.u.q q
T” = 0.009353 sec
T = 0.231044 seca
It should be noted that XJJ / X" (see Chapter 5)
c. The phase coordinate parameters 
The stator:
r^ = 0.00310 p.u. Lg = 1.87833 p.u.
= 0.02667 p.u. M = 0.88167 p.u
To deduce the above inductances X^ is taken equal to X^/2.
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The rotor:
= 0.00080 p.u. ĵ(d ~ 0.01160 p.u. r^^ = 0.04667 p.u
L^£ = 1.83467 p.u. = 1.74026 p.u. = 1.69360 p.u
M^£ = ^fdKd " 1*72667 p.u. = 1.68000 p.u.
The method of deducing the phase coordinate parameters from 
the two axes given parameters is given in Chapter 2.
E. 2 The generator-transformer (separate bank transformer)
a . Given test parameters
+2 %
600 MVA 432 / 22 KV X/A
-16%
18 taps vector group Ydll
J
The nominal tap is n£ 3.
Resistance measurements at 75°C.
H.V. winding 0.27080 O/leg 
L.V. winding 0.002184 O/leg 
No-load loss 382 kW
Full-load loss 1492 kW with 800 amps at 75°C 
%age impedance at 800 amps on tap 3 at 75°C is 16.32%
b . Deduced per unit values
When neglecting magnetising components, the equivalent 
transformer resistance and reactance per phase per unit are: 




E .3 The 400 KV transmission line, (4 conductors per phase,
single circuit, transposed):
a . the positive sequence parameters ■
= 0.02335 n/Km '
= 0.95108 m.h./Km
C, ̂  = 1.23792 X 10"2 w.f./Km
b. the zero sequence parameters
r = 0.38848 fi/Km
L  = 3.25079 m.h./Km
C, = 0.84541 X 10"2 w.f./Km
The above values in per unit to the 600 I4VA base ate
— 7 — 7r^£ = 0.00876 x 10 p.u./Km r^^ = 0.14568 x 10 p.u./Km
= 0.11204 X 10  ̂ p.u./Km - 0.38298 x lO”  ̂ p.u./Km
7j£ = 0.10371 X 10  ̂ p.u./Km = 0.07083 x 10  ̂ p.u./Km
E .4 The 30 MVA salient pole alternator (phase coordinate 
parameters
The stator
= 0.0026 p.u. Lg = 0.7415 p.u
= 0.2455 p.u. M = 0.3335 p.u,
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The rotor
r^j = 0.000426 p.u. r̂ ^̂  = 0.005 2 6 p.u. r̂ ^̂  = 0.00406 p.u 
bff “ 0.9786 p.u. = 0.93719 p.u. = 0.43566 p.u
^a£ " ^Kdfd ~ 0.8919 p.u. = 0.4013 p.u.
H = 4.6 sec
The above per unit values are to the base of 30 MVA.
